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Abstract
This deliverable reports on the basic techniques for text analysis, audio speech recognition,
machine translation, entity recognition and multimedia concept detection developed in the
tasks T2.2, T2.3, T2.5, T2.6 and T2.7.
The information in this document reflects only the author’s views and the European Community is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained therein. The information in this document is provided as is and no
guarantee or warranty is given that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user thereof uses the information
at its sole risk and liability.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable reports on the basic techniques for speech recognition, machine translation,
and multimedia concept detection, as well as the text analysis pipeline which in turn
includes the recognition and extraction of named entities and concepts from text, as well as
links and relations between them.
The document describes in detail all modules in WP2, their approaches, components, and
resources. For each module an overview of the state of the art and a comparison to other
approaches is included. Furthermore, the corresponding infrastructure and the integration
of the modules into the MULTISENSOR system are described. Where applicable, the process
of the creation of training and testing datasets is described, the evaluation approaches are
explained and the evaluation results presented. The deliverable presents the work done
during the first year of the project.
Specifically the following modules are presented: a) the named entities recognition module,
which identifies names of persons, locations, companies and institutions, as well as amounts
and dates; b) the concept extraction and concept linking and relation extraction modules
from textual information; c) the speech recognition module, which is based on open-source
framework RWTH-ASR; d) the concept extraction module from images and video; e) the
machine translation module.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
AP

Average Precision

API

Application programming interface

ARPA

Advanced Research Projects Agency

AS

Automatic Summarisation

ASR

Automatic speech recognition

BLEU

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy

BoW

Bag of Words

CMLLR

Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression

CSV

Comma-separated values

DGT

Directorate-General for Translation (EU)

DSynts

Deep syntactic dependencies structures

DUL

Dolce + DnS Ultralite

FV

Fisher Vector

G2P

Grapheme to Phoneme

GATE

General Architecture for Text Engineering

GB

Gyga Byte

HMM

Hidden Markov Model

HSV

Hue, Saturation, and Value

HTK

Hidden Markov Model Toolkit

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

IE

Information extraction

IR

Information retrieval

IRSTLM

Information Retrieval Source and Target Language Modelling

JPEG

Joint Photographic Experts Group (Image file format)

JRC

Joint Research Centre (EU)

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

JSON-LD

JSON for Linked Data

JSONP

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) with padding

LDA

Linear Discriminant Analysis

LM

Language Modelling
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LOD

Linked Open Data

LLC

Limited Liabiity Company

LT

Linguatec

LTD

Limited, as in ACME, Ltd.

LVCSR

Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition

MB

Mega Byte

MFCC

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

MPEG

Moving Picture Experts Group (Audio/visual file format)

NE(R)

Named Entities (Recognition)

NED

Named Entities Disambiguation

NIF

NLP Interchange Format

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NLG

Natural Language Generation

NLP

Natural Language Processing

OCR

Optical character recognition

OOV

Out of Vocabulary

OWL

Web Ontology Language

PCA

Principal Component Analysis

PDF

Portable Document Format

PLP

Perceptual Linear Prediction

PossNE

Possible Named Entity (Named Entity candidate)

RBMT

Rule-based Machine Translation

RDF

Resource Description Format

REST

Representational State Transfer

RGB

Red, Green, and Blue

RSS

Really Simple Syndication (or Rich Site Summary)

RWTH

Rheinisch Westfälische Technische Hochschule (German: RhenishWestphalian Technical University; Aachen, Germany

SIFT

Scale-invariant feature transform

SIN

Semantic Indexing Task

SME

Small and medium-sized enterprises

SMT

Statistical Machine Translation

SRI

Speech Recognition Interface
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SRILM

SRI Language Modelling

SRL

Semantic Role Labeller

SSynts

Surface syntactic dependency parser

SURF

Speeded Up Robust Features

SVM

Support vector machine

TAZ

Tageszeitung (German newspaper)

TRECVID

TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation

UC1

Use Case 1

UC2

Use Case 2

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

UIMA

Unstructured Information Management Applications

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

UVI

Unified Verb Index

VLAD

Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors

VTLN

Vocal Tract Length Normalisation

WER

Word Error Rate

WP

Work Package

WSD

Word Sense Disambiguation

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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1 INTRODUCTION
This deliverable reports on the work done in WP2 of the MULTISENSOR project during the
first project year. The objective of WP2 is to extract knowledge from multimedia input data,
and present it in a way that later components can operate on them.
The current report comprises all tasks of WP2, except of T2.1 that was successfully
completed in month 6 of the project and described in D2.1 (Empirical study on media
monitoring and internationalisation resources). Accordingly, it describes the work done in
tasks T2.2 (Named entity extraction workflows), T2.3 (Concept extraction from text), T2.4
(Concept linking and relations), T2.5 (Audio transcription and analysis), T2.6 (Multimedia
concept and event detection), and T2.7 (Machine translation).
As such, these tasks contribute to the milestone MS2 of the project (the completion of the
setup of the operational infrastructure of the MULTISENSOR system) and correspond to the
first year (Y1) activities A2.1 to A2.6, described in the project roadmap D7.1 as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: WP2 activities and timeline.
Each task is described in a different section of this document (Sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8).
The introductory Section 2 gives an overview of the analysis pipeline and the general
architecture of WP2. In Section 9 we draw some conclusions about the work done in WP2
during the first twelve months of the project.
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2 ARCHITECTURE OF THE CONTENT EXTRACTION MODULE (WP2)
2.1

Content extraction pipeline

The objective of WP2 "Multilingual and Multimedia Content Extraction" is to extract
knowledge from multimedia input data (audio, text, video, image). These raw input data are
turning into “knowledge”, when the key information is recognised, processed and organised
in a way that allows the user to retrieve it, reason on it, draw conclusions and make
decisions.
In WP2, this is done by consecutively running a series of content analysis and extraction
services:

Figure 2: WP2 pipeline.
The recognised and extracted knowledge (named entities, other textual concepts, relations
between them, as well as multimedia concepts and events) are presented in a structured
way (as RDF statements) and stored in the RDF repository. The knowledge extraction
pipeline is ontology-oriented and an essential part of the knowledge base creation is the
ontology “population”. A set of target ontologies are used to model the contents extracted
from the text. This consists in identifying the key information in text and multimedia and
relating them to concepts in the ontology1. In contrast to the ontology population, the
1

cf. also D5.1 „Basic semantic infrastructure“
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ontology learning approach consists in identifying new concepts and relations not modelled
by the target ontologies.
All subsequent components (content integration and retrieval, semantic reasoning, and
abstractive summarisation) can then operate on the information extracted and organised in
this way.

2.2

Formats and services

All WP2 modules will be serviced and hosted independently of each other, either on the
common MULTISENSOR platform hosted by Everis, or at proprietary platforms of other
partners, who are providers of the services, depending on the performance and computing
power requirements of the respective module.
The services are deployed as REST2 web services. They communicate with each other via
public APIs. Messages are exchanged using the JSON3 format. Other formats are used to
encode certain types of output within the main JSON message. Services that produce textual
annotations use the RDF/OWL-based NIF4 ontology. In addition to NIF, linguistic annotations
are encoded using the OLiA5 ontologies (also RDF/OWL-based). All RDF output is further
encoded using the JSON-LD6 format and stored in a specific part of the main JSON message.
More information can be found in D7.1 “Roadmap towards the implementation of
MULTISENSOR platform” and D7.2 “Technical requirements and architecture design”.

2

cf. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer
http://www.json.org/
4
http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/
5
http://www.acoli.informatik.uni-frankfurt.de/resources/olia/
6
http://json-ld.org/
3
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3 NAMED ENTITIES RECOGNITION
3.1

Management summary

The objective of the Named Entities recognition is to identify names (named entities) in
texts. Names are words which uniquely identify objects, like ‘Maastricht Treaty‘, ‘Berlin‘,
‘Siemens‘. Of course names can be ambiguous, i.e. denote several things, like ‘Barcelona’
pointing to a city or a region.
Names belong to different types: Companies, locations, time expressions, and many others.
In its first version, the Linguatec NE recognition component identifies the following entity
types:
•
•
•
•
•

persons
locations
organisations, divided into companies and institutions
amounts
dates

There will be sub-categories for some of the major categories (e.g. type of location, prices as
subclass of amounts, etc.). The languages covered for the NER task in the MULTISENSOR
project will be English (en), German (de), Spanish (es), Bulgarian (bg), and French (fr).

3.2

State of the art

Named Entities recognition (NER) is a task which has been researched for more than a
decade now. It has been extended along several dimensions.
1. In the dimension of named entities recognition, new domains like medical (Tepper et al.,
2012), bioinformatics (Bundschus et al., 2008), or stock price predictions (Lee et al., 2014)
have broadened the scope of NE analysis beyond the news domain, and applications like
sentiment analysis (Declerck & Krieger, 2014) extend NE techniques.
Progress also went from NE recognition to NE linking (also called NE Disambiguation (NED)),
where the entities are linked to known entities stored in a NE database (McNamee et al.,
2010; Sameshiba Taba & Caseli, 2014); and to slot filling, i.e. finding annotations to entities
in texts, and creating full annotated records of entities in an effort to populate knowledge
bases. Challenges for slot filling lie in linguistic analysis (cf. Min & Grishman, 2012). Research
of this kind is carried out in the context e.g. of the Text Analytics Conference (TAC 2009ff)7.
Temporal analysis and structuring has soon been found to be of special importance for NE
analysis. Activities like TempEval (Verhagen et al., 2009) focused on this aspect. Again, it
turned out that a change in domain (beyond news) has significant effects on the technology
to be used for temporal analysis (Strötgen & Gertz, 2012).
2. Another dimension of NE research is multilinguality. Previous attempts (Steinberger,
2010; Thurmair, 2004) were also extended in the context of named entity linking (Li et al.,
2012; Lawrie et al., 2012), but also into aligning news texts in different languages based on
7

http://www.nist.gov/tac
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the NEs which they contain (Barker & Gaizauskas, 2012). In MULTISENSOR, dealing with
multilingual input, the link between Named entities recognition and machine translation is
of particular importance; multilingual entity linking based on string similarity and
transliteration will not be sufficient, especially in case of locations.
3. A third dimension is the setup of a processing chain, or a workflow for a sequence of text
extraction modules. Approaches range from GATE (one of the earliest frameworks,
Cunningham, 2000; Cunningham et al., 2010) and UIMA-based systems (Banky & Schierlez,
2012) to flows of web services as e.g. explored in PANACEA (Bel et al., 2012).

3.3

Approach

The difference to “normal” lexicon entries is that names are an open class, and cannot
simply be recognised by lexicon lookup. Therefore, the recognition consists of two parts:
lexicon lookup for entities in a lexicon, and additional identification means for entities not in
the lexicon. The challenge is to identify, and correctly classify (type assignment) these
entities.
3.3.1 Linguistic Objects
Many NE components, like those based on the GATE and UIMA frameworks, build on
shallow analysis techniques (tokeniser, tagger). Such approaches have limited reach and are
difficult to extend in cases where additional linguistic tasks are required.
Therefore, the approach in MULTISENSOR is to choose a technology which can be extended.
The approach is to allow for deep analysis of texts, where NER is based on the manipulation
of complex linguistic objects instead of strings; these objects are described by feature
structures. NE recognition creates and manipulates such feature structures.
3.3.2 Architecture
The NE component consists of three software components: Sentence splitting, tokenisation,
and NE recognition. The NE recognition uses three components: local parser, text analyser
(for coreference determination etc.), and output generation.
While the software components are basically language-independent, there are resource files
which provide the data for the respective languages. Two main resources are used: an NE
lexicon (an annotated gazetteer), and a grammar (set of grammar rules).

3.4

Implementation

3.4.1 Interfaces
The NE component is accessed via an HTTP protocol. The request is analysed by a server
component (written in the Ruby programming language8) which calls the respective Java9
executable for analysis, and returns the analysis result.

8
9

https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/
https://www.oracle.com/java/index.html
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For data input, MULTISENSOR partners have agreed on input in pure text format and using
the UTF-8 encoding.
The result of the recognition will be provided in two flavours:
•
•

An XML markup format (like ‚xxx <person>Peter Muller</person> xxx‘).
A JSON format where all found entities are collected in a JSON structure. This format is
used in the MULTISENSOR processing chain.

The result is returned using the HTTP protocol mentioned above.
3.4.2 Software
The main software components of the system are the following:
•
•
•

A sentence splitting component, segmenting a text into its sentences.
A tokenisation component. The tokeniser delivers a list of tokens, each annotated with
(normalised) text form, onset, offset, and casing.
The NE recognition. It identifies NE objects in the input token list. Such objects can be
multiwords (consisting of multiple tokens).

The NE recognition consists of three major components: the local parser, the text analyser,
and the output generator.
•
•
•

The parser is implemented as an active chart like in (Winograd, 1986; Charniak, 1997).
The text analyser has the task to link NE candidates into the same entity.
The output generator collects all occurrences of an entity, and provides them in one of
the output flavours just mentioned.

The recogniser is implemented in Java.

3.5

Resources

The system uses two types of resources (several smaller lists, like abbreviation files etc., are
neglected): an NE lexicon, and an NE recognition grammar.
3.5.1 Lexicon
Structure
The system uses special lexicons. The lexical material is organised along two lines:
•

•

Language-related data comprises the lexicons for the respective languages. Languagespecific entries can be found not just for location names (Moscow (en), Moscou (fr),
Moskau (de)) but also for institutions (NATO (en), OTAN (fr)), companies and even
person names (e.g. in transliterations: Gorbatchev (en), Gorbatschow (de)).
Task-related data is stored in different sublexicons. Each language has three
sublexicons:
•
A name lexicon, containing the lexicalised named entities, like the most
frequent/important person, company, place names, units, date names (like
‚Christmas‘) etc.
•
An indicator lexicon, collecting words which are used as indicators for entity
types, like ‘city_of’, ‘Prof.’, ‘car maker’, ‘lives_in’ and so on. Most of these
indicators are language-specific.
Page 16
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•

A domain lexicon which is used to tune the recogniser for a particular domain.
This lexicon will be created from domain-specific resources.

The lexicon parts are compiled into a single file, which is then used at runtime.
Content
The data for the name lexicon need to follow certain principles. There is no point in dumping
all names of Wikipedia into the lexicon; such an approach has been tried and abandoned.
Therefore the following principles have been applied:
•

•

•
•

For persons, the most frequent last names per language have been collected from the
internet (between 500 and 1000 names). In the language-specific lexicons, names in
the respective language were added.
For locations, all countries, and the biggest cities worldwide and in Europe were
selected. In addition, smaller regional cities, counties / region names and other
geographic names were added for German, English, Spanish etc.
The company names listed in the stock exchanges of the European, US and Asian stock
markets were collected. They were not separated by language.
For institutions, a (multilingual) glossary provided by JRC10 has been examined and
parts of the entries have been reused.

The resulting lexicon contains about 50K names per language. This is a basic set which is kept
rather small deliberately:
It should be noted that using frequency as selection criterion makes the resource strongly
dependent on the domain-specific corpus used. For a generic tool, this is not really a good
strategy, and makes the NE components strongly domain-dependent. However, for domain
adaptation, text analytics will have to be used, and the domain specific names will be added
to the lexicon to improve accuracy.
3.5.2 Grammars
The name recogniser uses grammars for NE detection and type assignment.
Rule format
The grammar rules are phrase-structure rules, augmented by scoring information and by
feature operations. They consist of an identifier, a phrase structure part, a probability score,
a feature handling section, and an example and comment field.
Feature handling is done by operators, like unifications, but also other feature tests,
percolation instructions, feature setting etc.
Analysis Strategy
On a top level, the grammar distinguishes between NEs and non-NEs (Txt nodes); sentences
are analysed recursively from the left, by consuming NE and Txt nodes as they come along.
On a lower level, the grammar first provides a special rule set for lexicalised NEs and their
multiword parts. In addition, it identifies possible NEs (PossNE) from patterns of unknown.
10

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/
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These NE candidates are inspected for type indicators (e.g. if an NE is followed by a company
indicator like “Ltd”, “LLC”, “EEIG”, etc. it can be assumed to be a company). If no indicator
can be found, the entity is returned as an ‘entity’ of an unknown type.
3.5.3 Coreference
All entities of a text are collected in an NE list. This list is used to assign type information to
unspecified entities. Currently, a very simple coreference mechanism is used (string
inclusion); more sophisticated approaches will be investigated in later versions.

3.6

Integration into the MULTISENSOR platform and status

NER runs on Linguatec servers. The communication between the NER server and
MULTISENSOR platform will be established via REST web services (see above).
A first version of the system for English has been released; access via HTTP has been
implemented. Lexicons for 4 languages (English, French, Spanish, and German) have been
produced, and grammars to support their lookup are available.
Ongoing tasks are: NIF integration, resolving named entities against DBPedia, and extension
of the functionality to cover names containing unknown parts.
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4 CONCEPT EXTRACTION FROM TEXT
4.1

Management Summary

This section describes the progress in task T2.3. An annotation exercise is being carried out
where texts belonging to the UC1 scenario 1 (energy policies) are being annotated with their
mentions to entities potentially found in the datasets of the semantic repository, and also
with lexical information obtained from selected lexical resources. The main purpose of the
annotation exercise is to evaluate the coverage of the datasets and lexical resources over
the information communicated in the texts, on one side and the linguistic constructions used
to convey this information, on the other side. The annotation is also useful for the
development of automatic methods and future evaluation of the task. For this reason, and
given the complexity of the manual annotation, a set of guidelines has been developed.

4.2

Approach

The goal of T2.3 is to identify in the text all explicit mentions to concepts that belong to the
project domains and are modelled in the ontologies and datasets. Progress in this task is
therefore dependent on the degree of characterisation of the scenarios and the
determination of the vocabularies and datasets to be used for each scenario. At the time of
planning the work for tasks T2.3 and T2.4, UC1 scenario 1 (energy policies) was the scenario
which had advanced the furthest, and various relevant lexical resources and datasets had
been proposed. For this reason, our efforts for this task have been so far focused on this
scenario, albeit the general procedures are valid for all the use cases.
Concept extraction starts from the results of the NER task (T2.2). The mentions to entities
detected by the NER task include references to specific individuals, organisations, locations
and time periods. The methods and general approach of the NER implementation are geared
towards the detection of general-domain entities, as found in encyclopaedic resources like
the Wikipedia11/DBPedia12, and therefore domain-specific terminology and actors might be
missing. The concept extraction task aims at extending the recognition of general-domain
entities to include references to domain-specific ones. While an encyclopaedic resource like
DBPedia can be used as a target dataset for the detection of entities belonging to general
discourse, the detection of domain-specific entities requires vocabularies, ontologies or
datasets specific to each scenario.
The core of our approach to concept extraction is to make the most of existing lexical
resources in order to effectively identify mentions to entities in the domain datasets. More
precisely, we aim at using these resources to collect multilingual lists of terms and
expressions which are used in the domain to refer to relevant entities. Lexical databases,
however, may not cover completely the terminology and main actors of a scenario, either
because of being incomplete, outdated, or not covering an overlapping but not identical
domain. The starting point for our approach, therefore, is a manual annotation exercise
where domain texts are annotated with the entities in the target datasets that they

11
12

See http://www.wikipedia.org/
See http://dbpedia.org/
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communicate, and for each mention we write down if it can be found in the lexical resources
under consideration. This annotation is extended to cover relations between entities, as
explained in C.
The purpose of the annotation exercise is to (i) assess the coverage of lexical resources over
the linguistic expressions used in domain texts to refer to relevant entities and relations
between them, (ii) to create a development set of annotated texts which can be used as a
seed for unsupervised or semi-supervised methods for content extraction (T2.3 and T2.4),
and (iii) to eventually create a gold standard for each scenario against which the methods for
content extraction developed as part of WP2 can be evaluated. The exercise has focused so
far on the annotation of texts in English pertinent to the energy policies scenario. A set of
annotation guidelines, which can be found in Appendix: Annotation Guidelines, is being
developed in order to guide the annotation and ensure a certain level of agreement
between annotators. As described in them, the annotation covers both general-domain and
domain-specific entities, corefering entities, and relations indicated by predicative verbs and
nouns.
Being a gold standard for the content extraction task, the text analysis pipeline in WP2 aims
at producing results as close as possible to those of the manual annotation. Eventually, the
content extraction pipeline should be able to automatically produce texts semantically
annotated with a reasonable quality. As described in deliverable D6.1 for the summarisation
package (WP6), both the manually annotated gold standard and the set of texts analysed by
the content extraction pipeline will also constitute a corpus for the development of AS and
NLG methods.

4.3

Software

The annotation uses Brat13, a web-based tool designed for structured annotation. This tool
has been used in the past for the creation of datasets for various Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and Information Extraction (IE) tasks. Its support for n-ary relations
between annotations and enriching annotations with additional information makes it
particularly suited to our annotation requirements. We use an annotation schema where
three types of annotations are foreseen: entities, coreferent entities and relations. The first
annotation type is used for nominal expressions that introduce new referents in the text; the
second is used to mark further mentions, while the third is used to mark predicates which
indicate n-ary relations between entities or other relations. Each annotation type has
associated a set of attributes which are used during annotation to mark whether the
annotated text is found in the lexical resources considered for the annotation, and what
other information is found in these resources (e.g. translations to other languages, semantic
roles assigned to arguments of predicates). A version of the brat tool configured with this
annotation solution has been deployed in a server maintained at UPF14 and is at the moment
being used by three linguists to annotate texts belonging to the energy policies domain.

13
14

See http://brat.nlplab.org/index.html
See http://brat.taln.upf.edu/#/
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4.4

Resources

The choice of lexical resources and target datasets is mostly driven by their inclusion in the
list of data sources for the knowledge modelling task (T5.1), described in D5.1. The following
lexical resources are being used for the annotation task:
1. BableNet15, a multilingual index mapping entries from Wordnet16, Open Multilingual
Wordnet17, Wikipedia, DBPedia, Wiktionary18 and others.
2. Unified Verb Index (UVI)19: an English index mapping entries from the verb
dictionaries VerbNet20 and the Proposition Bank21, and the predicative sense
dictionary FrameNet22.
3. Eurovoc23: multilingual thesaurus containing terms obtained from official documents
of the European Parliament. An RDF version of the resource has been recently
published as an LOD dataset.
4. Reegle Glossary24: multilingual thesaurus containing terms belonging to the
renewable energies domain.
BableNet and UVI aggregate several general-domain resources under a single search
interface. The main reason for choosing BableNet is its mapping of multilingual expressions
and lexical resources to the large-scale encyclopaedic DBPedia. UVI, on the other hand, is
the largest lexical database dedicated to verbs. It is being used in the annotation of verbal
predicates. Eurovoc and Reegle are domain-specific resources which focus on the
terminology of parliamentary activities in the European Union and renewable energies
respectively. They are also the main data sources for the energy policies scenario according
to D5.1. Eurovoc and Reegle do not cover exactly the vocabulary of journalistic texts about
energy policies. This constitutes a further reason to estimate their actual coverage.
The following LOD datasets are being considered as target datasets:
1. DBPedia: DBPedia is an RDF dataset with data extracted from semi-structured data in
Wikipedia pages. Most pages in Wikipedia have their corresponding entry in DBPedia,
an entity identified by a dereferencable URI.
2. Reegle data25: an RDF dataset containing entities for the terms in the Reegle Glossary
plus a list of important actors (organisations and individuals) for the renewable
domain.
All these resources should eventually be used in the automated content extraction pipeline.

15

See http://babelnet.org/search.jsp
See http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
17
See http://compling.hss.ntu.edu.sg/omw/
18
See https://www.wiktionary.org/
19
See http://verbs.colorado.edu/verb-index/search.php
20
See http://verbs.colorado.edu/~mpalmer/projects/verbnet.html
21
See http://verbs.colorado.edu/~mpalmer/projects/ace.html
22
See https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/
23
See http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/
24
See http://www.reegle.info/glossary
25
See http://www.reegle.info/index.php
16
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4.5

Evaluation

No formal evaluation has been conducted yet. However an evaluation of the annotation
guidelines is foreseen. This evaluation will be based on the annotation of text fragments
following the guidelines by two or more linguists, and will use the free-marginal multi-rater
Kappa. This metric, used for the evaluation of the Content Selection Challenge 2013
(Bouayad-Agha et al., 2013), measures the agreement between annotators and is suited to
annotation tasks with multiple raters and discrete annotation categories. The validation for
the guidelines is a pre-requisite for the annotation of a gold standard for content extraction.
Its evaluation will be carried out in the weeks following the submission of this deliverable.

4.6

Integration into the MULTISENSOR platform

As indicated in D.7.1, both implementations of concept extraction (T2.3) and relation
extraction (T2.4) tasks will be deployed as part of a single content extraction module. The
output of this module will consist of RDF triples encoded in JSON-LD26.

26

See http://json-ld.org/
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5 CONCEPT LINKING AND RELATIONS
5.1

Management Summary

This section describes the progress in task T2.4. The annotation exercise described in the
previous section is also relevant for the linking of concepts and the extraction of relations
between them. Besides the annotation, work in task T2.4 has focused on the development
of a multilingual deep dependency parser. Its development is crucial for the task as the
output of the deep parser is the starting point for the extraction of relations.

5.2

Approach

The general approach to the extraction of triplets is to identify common patterns in linguistic
predicate-argument structures. These structures can be obtained by applying a deep parser
or semantic role labeller (SRL) which, for each nominal or verbal predicate, mark its
arguments in the text and assign labels that describe the role or position of the arguments in
the predicate structure.
Deep parsing has already been used for IE. In (Draicchio et al., 2013), the deep structures
produced by the Boxer parser (Curran et al., 2007, Bos 2008) are mapped to an OWL/RDF
representation. Boxer performs not only deep syntactic analysis, but also NER and
coreference resolution. The logical representation of natural language text generated by
Boxer is transformed into OWL/RDF, using VerbNet and FrameNet semantic roles when
possible, and domain specific ones otherwise. The results are further enriched with NED
against DBpedia, as well as with WSD against WordNet that allows linking relations to DUL
(Dolce + DnS Ultralite) classes and other ontologies on the Web such as Schema.org. A
similar approach is followed in LODifier (Augenstein and Rudolph, 2012) that aims to
generate Linked Data from unstructured text by using Boxer, NED against DBPedia, and WSD
against WordNet. Unlike (Draicchio et al., 2013), LODifier uses blank nodes when
transforming Boxer's output into RDF/OWL and also provides a higher extent of interlinking
with DBpedia and WordNet, by attempting to link to DBpedia all entity and relation
mentions whenever possible, and to their corresponding WordNet synset otherwise,
contraty to (Draicchio et al., 2013) that considers mainly NE and relations.. The system
presented in (Exner and Nugues, 2013) goes a bit further and uses no new vocabularies but
just the DBPedia ontology to represent the extracted data. Rather than a full deep parser,
their system uses an SRL tool based on the Proposition Bank to detect predicates and their
arguments. NED and Coreference resolution are then applied to map as many of the
arguments as possible to entities in DBPedia. Finally, roles in the Proposition Bank between
pairs of entities are mapped to binary RDF properties in the DBPedia ontology, resulting in
triples expressed using DBPedia entities and vocabulary.
In contrast to the binary relations expressed by ontological properties in datasets like
DBPedia and Reegle, predicate-argument structures are n-ary and therefore require greater
expressiveness for their representation. However, it is often desirable to reuse domain
ontologies rather than using ad-hoc or linguistic vocabularies to encode the results of deep
parsing. This opens the door to two alternative approaches for the extraction of relations.
Either predicate-argument structures are mapped to multiple binary relations found in
existing ontologies, as in (Exner and Nugues, 2013), or the n-ary relations expressed by
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linguistic predicates are modelled explicitly. We aim at exploring both approaches, and in
particular we are considering using FrameNet as a repository of language-independent
predicative senses to represent n-ary relations.

5.3

Software

The deep parser (Ballesteros and Bohnet, 2014) being developed and trained for WP6
delivers deep-syntactic dependency structures from sentences in natural language. This type
of dependency structures, to which we refer to as DSyntS, captures the argumentative,
attributive and coordinative relations between full words of a sentence, while abstracting
away functional aspects of the analysis of sentences. Their abstraction degree falls
somewhere between the output of a surface syntactic dependency parser (SSyntS) which
consists of connected trees defined over all words of a sentence and language-specific
grammatical functions, and the output of a semantic parser, the latter being forests of trees
defined over individual lexemes or phrasal chunks, and abstract semantic role labels which
capture the argument structure of predicative elements, dropping all attributive and
coordinative dependencies. Figure 3 shows (a) an SSyntS of an English sentence and (b) a
DSyntS of the same sentence:

Figure 3: SSyntS and DSyntS structures of an English sentence.
The parser works in a pipeline and makes use of a joint transition-based tagger (Bohnet and
Nivre, 2012) that delivers the surface syntactic structures which constitute the input of the
deep-syntactic parser, also known as SSynt-Dsynt transducer. Figure 4 illustrates the
pipeline:

Figure 4: deep dependency parser pipeline.

5.4

Training resources

In order to train the pipeline, it is necessary to use multilingual, parallel morphologic, surface
and deep-syntactic treebanks (Mille et al., 2013), that is a corpus for each language where
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each sentence is manually annotated with its morphological, SSynt and DSynt structures. We
train language-specific versions of the deep parser using the same datasets also used to train
the surface generation module of the abstractive summarisation task, described in D6.1,
Section 3.2. The joint transition-based tagger is trained on the morphologic and surfacesyntactic layers together with the input text, while the SSynt-DSynt transducer is trained on
the surface- and deep-syntactic layers.

5.5

Integration into the MULTISENSOR platform

The deep dependency parser is deployed in its own service, given that it will be used for
other tasks (i.e. sentiment analysis in WP3). Its output is encoded using the NIF 2.0
ontology27 for stand-off annotation, and serialised using the JSON serialisation format for
RDF linked data JSON-LD. At the moment, the output includes the deep analysis, but it will
be extended to also include the results of the surface analysis for each sentence.
Both concept extraction (T2.3) and relation extraction (T2.4) will be deployed in a single
service that will perform general content extraction. The results of the content extraction
module will consist of RDF data serialised using JSON-LD. These data will be ready to be
asserted in the semantic repository.

27

See http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/
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6 AUDIO TRANSCRIPTION
6.1

Management summary

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is employed within the MULTISENSOR project to provide
a channel for analysis of spoken language in audio and video files. The transcripts produced
by ASR follow the same analysis and indexing procedure as the input from other text
sources. The languages covered by the ASR component are English and German.

6.2

State of the art

Automatic speech recognition is a transformation of speech signal to a sequence of
phonemes and words. The recognition quality depends on different factors such as speaker
and channel variability, background noises, audio frequency spectrum, quality of
microphone, or difficulty in differentiation between speech and non-speech events. State-ofthe-art systems apply different methods in acoustic and language modelling, feature
extraction, and decoding, for handling these issues and overcoming the problems. Most
systems apply statistical approaches, typically based on HMM (cf. Gales and Young, 2007).
ASR systems can be differentiated according to several criteria:








Small or large vocabulary: systems able to manage (a) a very small number of words,
e.g. only numbers, a few commands, or a very limited narrow-domain vocabulary (b)
large vocabularies with up to several hundreds of words for dictation tasks or similar;
Discrete or continuous recognition: systems where (a) discrete recognition requires
the speaker to pause between words (b) continuous recognition allows speakers to
use their normal speech flow, running words together without any pauses between
them;
Speaker-dependent or independent: (a) speaker-dependent systems expect the user
to train the system, to make it more sensitive to his voice and his usual background
environment (b) speaker-independent systems do not require any training
Desktop or server-based application: (a) systems requiring local software installation
on computers where ASR is usedi or (b) system that are centralised in a server and
can be accessed from different remote clients

Today, most ASR systems belong to the LVCSR (Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech
Recognition) systems.

6.3

Technical framework and approach

Several open source systems are available, such as HTK Toolkit28, Sphinx-429, Julius30, RWTHASR31, and Kaldi32.

28

http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/
30
http://julius.sourceforge.jp/en_index.php
31
http://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/rwth-asr/
32
http://kaldi.sourceforge.net/
29
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In MULTISENSOR, the speech recognition is implemented by using the RWTH-ASR (cf. Rybach
et al.,2009) toolkit and technical framework (available under an open source license).
This ASR technology is a speaker-independent, server-based, LVCSR (cf. Ney et al., 1998),
which also allows using the open-vocabulary approach (recognition of unknown words based
on sub-word units). It employs a series of state-of-the-art techniques: continuous density
HMMs for the acoustic modelling; MFCC or PLP feature extraction with support of LDA and
VTLN; speaker adaptation by the means of CMLLR; time-synchronous left-to-right beam
search strategy for the decoding. By this means, the toolkit provides the basic modules for
signal analysis and feature extraction, acoustic modelling and decoding. It does not include
tools for estimation of language models itself, but it supports N-gram language models in
ARPA format, as well as class language models, or weighted grammars in form of finite state
automata.
In the project we will use the existing acoustic models. They have been trained on approx. 90
hours of news recordings in German and English. As for language models and recognition
lexicons, the baseline systems have been developed from scratch, trained on freely available
data. For language modelling, we use SRILM33 tool for LM estimation.
The advanced versions will be adapted by using in-domain data, as much as the project
partners manage to collect. Another issue in the development of advanced systems will be
the integration of the recognition results of the named entities recogniser in the last phase
of the project. This should ensure better recognition of proper names in spoken language.

6.4

Implementation and components

During the first year of the project, the main focus was on recognition lexicons, language
models and required pre- and post-processing components.
Nowadays, most ASR systems can deal with large vocabularies and huge language models.
However, they mostly use a closed vocabulary, so that the recognition is static and limited
only to those words defined there. Our system follows the open-vocabulary approach (cf.
Hahn & Rybach, 2011) and is far more flexible; it allows the recognition of OOV words
compounded from word fragments defined in the lexicon and trained in the language model.
The recognition lexicons and language models are hybrids between whole words and subwords, such as compound parts, morphemes, prefixes, suffixes etc. The process of their
creation involves a series of statistical and linguistic modules, which will be described in the
following: (1) data preparation: corpora collection and pre-processing (2) pronunciation
dictionary: vocabulary selection and dictionary creation (3) language model estimation.
6.4.1 Data preparation
The baseline LMs for German and English are based on many open source text resources, as
well as data crawled from the web. The largest freely available corpora belong to the
European Parliament speeches34, DGT’s translation memories35, and the JRC-ACQUIS

33

http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/
http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
35
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/language-technologies/dgt-translation-memory
34
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corpus36. Being multilingual parallel corpora, they have primarily been collected for the
machine translation task, but the monolingual parts of them build a solid basis for language
modelling for ASR as well. Furthermore, we have obtained access to several newspapers and
news agencies archives (Süddeutsche Zeitung, TAZ, Die Zeit, and Reuters). The data crawled
from web include different topics, such as occupational health and safety, and environment.
Crawler and HTML Parser
For the purposes of monolingual crawling, we adapted a bilingual crawler developed by
Linguatec (Kaumanns, 2011). The crawler uses seed URLs but is not a focused crawler.
HTML-files are stored and then offline processed by a special HTML-Parser written at
Linguatec (cf. Kaumanns, 2011) that provides the following functionality: separates text from
boilerplates; identifies paragraph types (heading, text, enumeration, table cell); removes
inline tags (formatting, href); removes corrupt text portions (e.g. containing more nonletters than letters etc.); removes intros (text ending in ‘…’) etc.
Output of the component are documents in an internal Linguatec format called LTBasic. This
format is the input for all other data preparation steps (sentence segmentation, tokenisaton
etc.).
Sentence splitter
The texts have to be first divided into sentences, which are the standard unit in language
processing, and the basis of all following analysis tasks.
The Linguatec tools detect sentence boundaries by applying rules about how to process
punctuations, end-of-sentence words, start-of-sentence words, different kinds of
abbreviations (e.g.: ‘Prof.’ is never sentence-final, while ‘etc.’ is very often sentence-final),
etc.
Tokeniser
The role of the tokenisation component in this workflow is to detach punctuation marks,
brackets, symbols (%, $, §) etc. from words. The detached punctuation marks (commas,
periods, colons, as well as brackets etc.) can undergo two different procedures:



they should be removed entirely from the corpus, if an ASR system without
punctuation commands is being built
or, for systems where the users explicitly speak the punctuation, they are kept and
undergo further pre-processing steps (see below)

Other detached symbols (currencies, percent marks, measures etc.) are being kept and go to
the normalisation step.
Normaliser
The normalisation step comprises following tasks:




36

Variants of the same token are harmonised, e.g.: Dr., dr., Dr, Doctor => doctor
Numbers, dates, currencies, symbols etc. are spelled, e.g.: Oct. 1st => first of October
Punctuations are converted into special tokens: ,\COMMA, :\COLON, .\PERIOD etc.
Abbreviations, acronyms, symbols are expanded: etc. => et cetera, § => paragraph

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/language-technologies/jrc-acquis
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Decomposer
Originally, this software was developed by Linguatec for decomposing German compounds
into their parts. For the open-vocabulary ASR approach, we adapted it slightly to produce a
kind of morphological segmentation of English words as well.
Compound words found in the training corpus, but not in the base recognition lexicon (see
below), are segmented into smaller units which are then added to the lexicon as sub-words,
according to their corpus frequency. If they are able of building a modifying part of a
compound, they are marked by a plus-sign (kinder+). Doing so, we enable the system to
recognise many possible combinations of kinder+ plus different heads (wagen, garten,
zimmer) dynamically, instead of entering a very huge, but nevertheless limited, number of
compounds into the lexicon (kinderwagen, kindergarten, kinderzimmer).
In the end, all training data have to been lower-cased, and each sentence is marked by a
sentence-start and a sentence-end symbol. This is the input for the language modelling tool.
6.4.2 Language models
The goal of language modelling for ASR is assigning of a probability to a sentence or to a
sequence of words, i.e. to a recognition hypothesis. Having acoustic evidence and one or
many hypotheses, the job of a language model is to assign higher probability to frequent
observed sequences of words and to penalise the rarely seen ones (the probability of “Eye
like two right on my pea sea without mist aches” might be lower than that of the sentence “I
like to write on my PC without mistakes”).
We build probabilistic N-gram language models, which are able to effectively validate word
sequences and assign higher probabilities to most plausible ones. There are several tools for
language modelling, such as SRILM (Stolcke, 2002), IRSTLM (Federico et al., 2008), KenLM
(Heafield, 2010)) etc. For the language model estimation we use SRILM; as the final LM a
binary file is created by the ASR tool and deployed, for faster loading.
For the German baseline, the training corpus consisted of ca. 390 million sentences
(resulting in an ARPA model of ca. 24 GB; binarised ca. 6 GB). The English data contained ca.
15 million sentences (ARPA model ca. 1.5 GB; binarised ca. 500 MB). The sizes of the
corresponding vocabularies are: ca. 600k entries in German and ca. 150k entries in English.
This big difference in sizes is not only a result of the data availability, but it is intentional as it
helps us to best answer the question of how the size of the resources correlates to the
recognition quality.
6.4.3 Pronunciation dictionary
The pronunciation lexicon contains a selection of words (and word fragments) that occur in
the training corpus. The lexicon has three main sections:
• A list of all phonemes in the respective language
• A list of special lemmas such as noise, silence, sentence begin, sentence end, hesitation,
and unknown word (if used, all of them need to be trained in the acoustic model and/or
language model)
• A list of words and word parts for the recognition; each entry contains as obligatory
information a lemma and one or several pronunciation variants.
Vocabulary selection
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The task consists in selecting the list of words to populate the recognition lexicon.
First, we include into the selection all function words which usually constitute the basis of
every lexicon: articles, pronouns, conjunctions, modal and auxiliary verbs, prepositions, nonderivative adverbs etc. This is based on existing Linguatec lexicons.
The selection of all other words is corpus-based and follows primarily the corpus frequency.
The most frequent ones are included into the lexicon as whole words. The rest is
decomposed, and the most frequent fragments are selected. It is up to the lexicon developer
to decide how many entries will be included into the lexicon. The more entries the better
chances to lower the OOV rate during the recognition. But, since big vocabularies can slow
down the recognition process significantly, it is a matter of running experiments to find the
best ratio vocabulary size/recognition performance.
Pronunciation assignment
Each lexicon entry requires at least one phonetic representation. The pronunciation
assignment is done automatically, from a big database of already generated
word/pronunciation pairs. If a word is not in the database, we use a statistical G2P
(grapheme to phoneme) model to generate a default pronunciation. For the training, we use
the open-source software Sequitur G2P37.
A special problem is the pronunciation of foreign words and names which requires more
manual effort and quality checks.

6.5

Evaluation

In ASR, the recognition quality is measured by WER (word error rate). For this, a reference
set of manually transcribed documents is needed.
In MULTISENSOR, no formal evaluation has been conducted yet. In the case that the manual
creation of the reference set is not affordable for both languages (1 hour audio requires 3060 hours manual transcription work), we will use the existing test set for German, created by
Linguatec for internal purposes, and will only have to create a test corpus for English.

6.6

Integration into the MULTISENSOR platform

The speech recognition system runs on Linguatec servers. The communication between the
ASR server and MULTISENSOR platform is established via REST web services.

37

http://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/web/Software/g2p.html
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7 TECHNIQUES FOR MULTIMEDIA CONCEPT DETECTION
This section presents the techniques applied in multimedia concept detection, which
involves the detection of a set of predefined concepts in multimedia files including videos
and images, by considering visual and textual features. Visual features are extracted in the
current component, while textual features are derived from the speech recognition. In the
current deliverable, we shall focus exclusively on the visual features while the fusion with
the textual features will be presented in the next deliverable (D2.3).
Multimedia concept detection involves the following steps:




7.1

Video decoding: this step is applied only in case that the input file is a video and it is
responsible for extracting specific frames from the video.
Feature extraction: this step refers to the extraction of descriptors that describe
visually the images/ frames by capturing global or local information.
Classification: this step is related to the development of models used for classifying
images or video frames to the set of predefined concepts/ categories.

State of the Art in Multimedia concept detection

This section presents a brief overview of the state-of-the-art techniques and methods of the
aforementioned three domains (i.e. video decoding, feature extraction, and classification).
7.1.1

Video decoding

As we mentioned already, video decoding is applied when the input file is a video and it
involves the extraction of frames out of the video that will be used for representing the
video (i.e. keyframes). Here, we will present only techniques related to the temporal
segmentation of a video into elementary units, while other types of decoding will not be
covered (e.g. spatiotemporal segmentation). Specifically, three approaches are described for
temporal segmentation and selection of the video keyframes.
Segmentation with a predefined time-step

In this approach, we consider as keyframes the video frames retrieved with specific time
rate. The time rate is selected almost randomly by the researcher by solely considering the
desired number of keyframes for representing the video. Therefore, the total number of
keyframes for a specific video can be easily estimated, since the only prerequisites are the
video duration and its frame rate. This approach is rather straightforward, since it does not
involve any processing and consequently, however since no analysis is realised, we cannot
guarantee the quality of keyframes for capturing the essence of the video.
Shot segmentation

The second approach aims at partitioning the video into consecutive frames, called shots.
Since shots are defined as continuous temporal segments, shot segmentation can be
handled as detection of the video shot boundaries, i.e. the temporal limits of each shot.
Then, one or more frames from each shot (i.e. keyframes), are used for representing the
shots. The first approaches proposed for shot segmentation, performed shot boundary
detection based on pair-wise pixel comparisons between successive or distant frames of the
video stream. Later, more sophisticated approaches were proposed that considered
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different type of structural features (e.g. color, edge) or different visual features (Tan et al.,
2007; Liu et al., 2008). Also, more complex approaches involving the use of Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifiers were proposed (Ling et al., 2008; Tsamoura et al., 2008).
Moreover, techniques that perform shot segmentation without applying a prior video
decompression into frames were proposed (Doulaverakis et al., 2004). A detailed overview
of shot segmentation techniques can be found in (Apostolidis et al., 2012; Stein et al., 2013).
Scene segmentation

Scenes, compared to shots, are higher-level temporal segments covering a single event or
several related events taking place in parallel. The segmentation of a video to scenes allows
the organisation of its content in higher levels of abstraction. For keyframe extraction, one
or more frames are selected from the scenes. In general, scene segmentation techniques use
as input the shot segments and try to group them according to their semantic similarity. As
far as the scene segmentation techniques that consider only visual information are
concerned, four main categories can be recognised: (a) graph-based methods (Yeung et al.,
1998); (b) methods using inter-shot similarity measurements (Rasheed and Shah, 2003); (c)
clustering-based methods (Liao and Zhang, 2007); and (d) other methods (Zhai and Shah,
2006; Zhu and Liu, 2009). Finally, there is a group of techniques that considers audio and
visual information (Sidiropoulos et al., 2011). A detailed overview of scene segmentation
techniques can be found in (Apostolidis et al., 2012).
7.1.2

Feature extraction

The feature extraction step involves the methods that aim at the effective description of the
visual content of images. In general, many descriptors have been introduced for the
representation of various image features and can be divided into two main groups, the
global and the local descriptors. The difference between these categories is the locality of
the feature that is represented. Specifically, global descriptors use global characteristics of
the image, while local descriptors represent local salient points or regions. Usually, when
local descriptors are employed, a clustering algorithm is applied to form a vocabulary of
“visual words”. Such representation is required, since a point-to-point comparison in
content-based image retrieval applications is a time and CPU-processing demanding
procedure. In the end, a global descriptor is produced that gives an overall impression of
visual data. In the following subsections we present briefly some descriptors from the
relevant literature.
Global descriptors

The algorithms for capturing the global characteristics of images can be distinguished into
two categories; the first includes the ones that describe features at image-level, while the
second includes those that attempt to capture arbitrarily shaped regions within the image.
Regarding the first category, a number of different techniques were developed that capture
the images’ characteristics, such as color and texture, using for example the MPEG-7
descriptors, the Grid Color Moments, the Gabor Texture, and others. Some examples of
works using such descriptors are the following (Huiskes et al., 2010; Hauptmann et al., 2006).
A significant amount of works were realised in relation to the second category as well. Some
propose the segmentation into regions and then the extraction of color and texture
information (Souvannavong et al., 2005); while others combine color and texture descriptors
with region-based shape descriptors (Chang et al., 2007).
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Local Descriptors

The descriptors that fall within this category are locally extracted. The first step of the
algorithms used is the definition of the points of interest in the image, and the second is the
extraction of visual descriptions for each point. Regarding the identification of the interest
points, several techniques have been proposed, such as Harris-Laplace point detector
(Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk, 2008); dense sampling strategy (Jurie and Triggs, 2005); and
others. Regarding the visual representation of the interest points, several descriptors have
been proposed. The most broadly used is the SIFT descriptor (Lowe, 2004) and its
extensions, HSV-SIFT (Bosch et al., 2008), HUE-SIFT (van de Weijer et al., 2006),
OpponentSIFT, rgSIFT, C-SIFT, and RGB-SIFT (Van De Sande et al., 2010). Another local
feature descriptor, based on SIFT, is the SURF descriptor (Bay et al., 2008), which also has
several variations such as dense-SURF (Tao, 2011). Finally, several attempts were made that
combined global and local descriptors (Jiang et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2007).
Visual Word Assignment

In the visual word assignment step, local descriptors are transformed to a “bag-of-words”
(BoW) representation (Qiu, 2002). Similar keywords are grouped in clusters and each cluster
is treated as a visual word that forms the visual vocabulary. Then, the local descriptors are
assigned to this vocabulary in a manner that each descriptor is mapped to a visual word. The
method that is usually applied for constructing the visual vocabularies is the K-Means
clustering algorithm, while next the Nearest Neighbor algorithm is applied for assigning
descriptors to visual words (Zhang et al., 2007; Van De Sande et al., 2008). It should be noted
that although the BoW approach is the most popular encoding, other approaches have been
proposed that seem to outperform it according to several studies (Van de Sande et al., 2014;
Chatfield et al., 2011). These approaches are the Fisher vector (FV) described in (Perronnin
et al., 2010), and the VLAD (Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors) described in (Jegou et
al., 2010). VLAD is a fast approximation of FV that is slightly inferior in terms of performance
but is more compact and fast to compute (Jegou et al., 2012).
7.1.3

Classification

The classification step is the last step of the multimedia concept detection procedure. It
develops models for concept detection by using the low-level visual features, and then it
performs image labelling. Thus, classification aims at the automatic understanding of the
image/ video by looking at the visual content. However, in the advanced version of
multimedia concept detection, textual information will be considered as well.
In the last years, there has been a significant effort towards discovering techniques that
allow the efficient video concept detection. Significant boost was given by the TRECVID
Semantic Indexing task (Smeaton et al., 2009) that targeted handling large amounts of video
data and detecting multiple semantic concepts (e.g. (Wei et al., 2012; Snoek et al., 2011)).
For learning the associations between the image representations and concept labels,
algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) are trained separately for each concept,
on ground-truth annotated corpora. Then, when a new unlabeled video shot arrives, the
trained concept detectors will return confidence scores that show the belief of each detector
that the corresponding concept appears in the shot. For each descriptor used, a new
classifier is trained and in the end, fusion of the values is realised. More recent approaches
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proposed considering correlations instead of training each SVM independently
(Markatopoulou et al., 2014).

7.2

Approach

In this section, we present the techniques that were applied in MULTISENSOR as part of the
basic version of multimedia concept detection. Figure 6 depicts an overview of the
multimedia concept detection procedure.

Figure 6: Overview of the multimedia concept detection procedure.
7.2.1

Video decoding

Segmentation with a predefined time-step

Although this approach is the most straightforward and simple when attempting to
represent a video with frames, it should be noted that in the current deliverable, it was
evaluated only in terms of time, and not used for the video representation to keyframes.
Shot segmentation

The employed technique used for the decomposition of the video into shots is based on the
algorithm presented in (Tsamoura et al., 2008) and its extension presented in (Stein et al.,
2013). The applied algorithm takes as input a video and detects transitions based on global
and local visual information. Then, feature vectors are created for each frame and the
distances between neighboring frames are computed, forming the corresponding distance
vectors. The evaluation of these vectors is realised using SVM classifiers, which identify the
shot boundary between each pair of consecutive frames. Finally, by using pre-defined
decision rules and temporal constraints, the frames corresponding to camera flash-lights are
detected, and the false shot boundaries are discarded. This algorithm was tested on the
LinkedTV38 News Show and the Documentary scenarios and performed remarkably well. A
38

LinkedTv EU project, http://www.linkedtv.eu/
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detailed presentation of the evaluation can be found in (Stein et al., 2012a; Stein et al.,
2012b).
Scene Segmentation

The technique used for the segmentation of videos to scenes, is the segmentation algorithm
proposed by (Sidiropoulos et al., 2011). This technique groups shots into sets, based on the
content similarity and temporal consistency among shots. Content similarity in the original
algorithm considers information from different modalities. However, the version of the
algorithm applied here, which was used also in (Apostolidis et al., 2014) considers only the
low-level visual information for checking the content similarity. This is realised mainly for
time-processing reasons, since although the high-level concepts improve the performance of
the algorithm, they introduce significant computation complexity and time delay.
The experiments presented in (Sidiropoulos et al., 2011), proved that the applied technique
is capable of identifying the scene level structure of videos rather well, while the processing
time is a small fraction (< 1%) of the overall analysis. It should be noted that in the current
deliverable, the scene segmentation technique described is evaluated only in terms of time,
and it is not used for video representation to keyframes.
7.2.2

Feature extraction

Regarding the features that were used in the first version in the multimedia concept
detection, they are strictly local features. Specifically, we use the latest, most widely used
descriptors in concept detection applications, that is the SIFT descriptor and its variations
(i.e. RGB-SIFT and opponent-SIFT) and SURF descriptor and its variations (i.e. RGB-SURF and
opponent-SURF). Visual words assignment is realised using VLAD encoding. Regarding the
dimensionality reduction algorithm that was used, it is PCA and the approach followed is
described in (Markatopoulou et al., 2015).
As far as global descriptors such as MPEG-7 and HSV histograms are concerned, we plan on
incorporating them into the second version of the system.
7.2.3

Classification

The classification algorithm that was used for learning the associations between the image
representations and concept labels was Support Vector Machines (SVM). SVMs are typically
used in such cases with most common that of the Semantic Indexing task of TRECVID
workshop (Moumtzidou et al., 2010; 2011). In general, SVNs are successfully applied to a
significant number of applications in image classification. They are based on the concept of
decision planes that define decision boundaries and separates between a set of objects
having different class memberships. Therefore, SVM performs classification by constructing
hyperplanes in a multidimensional space that separates cases of different class labels.

7.3

Modules description

According to the deliverable D7.1 (“Roadmap towards the implementation of MULTISENSOR
platform”), the multimedia concept detection is a single module that incorporates all the
aforementioned procedures (i.e. video decoding, feature extraction and classification),
receives as input a multimedia file (i.e. image of video) and computes a degree of confidence
for each concept. Along the multimedia concept detection procedure a set of tools and
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libraries were used. These libraries are either used as they are, that is without any changes,
or they have been slightly changed in order to cover our needs.
In the following, we present the tools / libraries used, as well as the input required and
output produced in each step of the multimedia concept detection procedure.
7.3.1

Video decoding

Regarding the video decoding techniques, we will focus on the shot segmentation technique,
since the system in terms of accuracy was evaluated using only this method.
Shot segmentation

As we have already mentioned the shot segmentation step involves the partitioning of the
video into consecutive frames, called shots and the extraction of the keyframes from each
shot for representing it. It is therefore evident, that the segmentation step can be analysed
into sub-steps:
1. Retrieval of the core elements of the video, called frames. The tool that is used for
extracting the video’s frames is the ffmpeg library39.
2. Grouping of frames extracted from the previous sub-step into shots using the
approach that was earlier described by (Tsamoura et al., 2008). The output is a text
file containing the start and end frame of each shot.
3. Selection of one or more frames from each shot for representing the specific shot.
These frames are called keyframes. Currently, only one frame is used for
representing the shot and it corresponds to the middle frame of the shot.
Therefore, the input of the shot segmentation step is a video file and the output a set of
keyframes that represent the video.
7.3.2

Feature extraction

As we have already mentioned, in the current version of multimedia concept detection, we
extract only the local descriptors SIFT and SURF and their variations (i.e. RGB-SIFT,
opponent-SIFT, RGB-SURF and opponent-SURF). However, before proceeding with the
feature extraction, it is necessary to scale all images to the same size. The size that is
selected is 320x240 pixels, which is big enough to hold the image information and small
enough to allow the concept detection procedure to be time-efficient.
Regarding the feature extraction, the libraries that are used for extracting these descriptors
are the following:



vlFeat40, for extracting SIFT descriptor and its variations. vlFeat (Vedaldi and
Fulkerson, 2010) implements popular computer vision algorithms.
OpenCV41, for extracting SURF descriptor and its variations. OpenCV (Bradski, 2000),
is a library of programming functions mainly aimed at real-time computer vision.

39

http://ffmpeg.org/

40

http://www.vlfeat.org/

41

http://code.opencv.org/projects/opencv
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The vectors of the descriptors created, after feature extraction, are the following:



for the simple SIFT and SURF (grayscale) descriptors, vectors with dimensions 128 x
<Number of keypoints> were created, and
for the RGB-SIFT, opponent-SIFT, RGB-SURF and opponent-SURF (color-based),
descriptors, vectors with dimensions 3 x 128 x <Number of keypoints> were created.

Then, all the local descriptors are compacted to 80 dimensions for SIFT, SURF, and their
variations using PCA and are aggregated using the VLAD encoding. The result of the above
process was a VLAD vector of 163840 elements for SIFT or SURF. Eventually, the VLAD
vectors are compressed into 4000-element vectors by applying a modification of the random
projection matrix. These reduced VLAD vectors serve as input to the classification step.
Figure 7 depicts a part of file with VLAD vectors. It should be noted that each line
corresponds to a different image. Such files are used as input both for the classification
training and testing phases.

Figure 7: Part of a file with VLAD vector.
7.3.3

Classification

Finally, as far as the method used for classification (i.e. training and testing) is concerned, it
is the Support Vector Machines (SVM). Both for training and testing phases, the classifier
receives as input a file similar to the one depicted in Figure 7 and either a new model is
developed or this file is tested against the model accordingly. The tool that is used for
classification is the LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) library which is used for the linear
classification of large data. Given that we have extracted six descriptors, six models are
created for each concept. Then the prediction results for each descriptor per concept are
fused using late fusion and specifically by averaging all classifiers output scores. Figure 8
depicts part of the output file.

Figure 8: Part of an output classification file.
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7.4

Concept selection for MULTISENSOR use cases

According to the deliverable D8.2 (“User requirements, specification of pilot use cases and
validation plan”), which describes the user requirements for MULTISENSOR use cases,
multimedia concept detection is applicable only for the following two use cases:



Journalism use case scenario
Commercial media monitoring use case scenario

The users in the aforementioned scenarios need to be able to handle and understand
multimedia data including images and videos, while in the third use case scenario (i.e. SME
internationalisation use case) such data are absent. Thus, it is necessary to define the
concepts that will be handled for each scenario. Moreover, given that these scenarios differ
significantly the list of concepts that will be handled for each use case will be different.
The concepts that will be handled are selected with the two following ways:
1. Visual inspection of a set of exemplary videos/ images provided by the user partners
2. Explicit definition by user partners (e.g. logos of specific companies, specific people).
Regarding the concepts selected by the first method, we use two basic sources as concept
lists, apart from the ones defined by the technical partners after the visual inspection:



TRECVID Semantic Indexing task concepts42
Concepts from the domain-specific ontologies as defined in deliverable D5.1 (Basic
Semantic Infrastructure). For the “Journalism use case”, we used the Reegle
glossary43, which is used for capturing concepts related to the energy domain, while
for the “Commercial media monitoring use case”, we used the DEHEMS ontology44
that captures home appliances.

In the sequel, we present the concepts selected for each use case from the two
aforementioned sources and the ones that will be addressed in the current deliverable.
7.4.1

Journalism use case scenario

The concepts that are recognised for the journalistic use case are in total 56. Table 1
contains these concepts which are organised into 5 categories based on their source.
Concepts from the Reegle glossary:
 concentrated photovoltaics
 flat plate collectors
 geothermal power plants
 lattice towers
 marine current power turbines
 photovoltaic power plants
 smog

TRECVID Concepts:
 airplane
 anchorperson
 bicycle
 boat
 building
 car
 cityscape









42

http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/tv2012/tv11.sin.500.concepts_ann_v2.xls

43

http://www.reegle.info/index.php

44

http://www.dehems.eu/cms/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/D8.1-Paper3.pdf
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 solar panels
 demonstration_
or_protest
 solar power towers
 factory
 thermal power stations
 trains
 wind turbines
Concepts found both in the Reegle glossary and in TRECVID:
 vehicles
 aircraft
 forestry
Concepts identified by the technical partners Concepts proposed
during the visual inspection of the data partners:
provided by the user partners:








banner
car engine
car interior
dam
farm
ice
interview










nuclear energy logo
nuclear reactors
parliament
people
power plant
recycle bin
truck
TV show

















reporters
scientist
waterscape

explicitly by the user

Angela Merkel - Chancelor
Sigmar Gabriel - Minister for Economics
Barbara Hendricks - Minister of BMUB45
Peter Altmaier - former Minister of BMUB
Rainer Brüderle - former Minister for
Economics
Norbert Röttgen - former Minister of BMUB
Philipp Rösler - former Minister for
Economics
RWE logo (German Energy company)
Vattenfall logo (German Energy company)
E-On logo (German Energy company)
EnBW logo (German Energy company)

Table 1: Concepts for the “Journalism use case”.
The concepts that will be handled in the current deliverable, can be found in Table 2, can
also be organised in two categories. The first contains the concepts defined in TRECVID,
while the second refers to the concepts recognised by the technical partners or explicitly
requested by the user partners.
New concepts
 solar panels
 wind turbines
 lattice towers
 RWE logo
 Vattenfall logo







E-On logo
EnBW logo
nuclear energy
logo
recycle bin
smog

Concepts selected from the TRECVID list
 airplane
 forest
 boat_ship
 government_lead
er
 car
 demonstration_or_protest  landscape
 press conference
 explosion/ fire
 reporters

Table 2: Selected concepts for the “Journalism use case”.

45

Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety (BMUB)
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7.4.2

Commercial media monitoring use case scenario

The concepts that are recognised for the home appliance use case are in total 42. Table 3
contains these concepts which are organised into 2 categories based on their source.
Concepts from the DEHEMS ontology:











Washing Device
Dishwasher
Laundry Appliance
FabricIron
Clothes Dryer
Tumble Dryer
Clothes
Washing
Machine
Clothes
Washer
Dryer
Vacuum Cleaner
Electric Oven













Stove
Microwave
Freezer
Refrigerator
Fridge Freezer
Breadmaker
Coffee Maker
Food Blender
Food Processor
Electric Kettle
Toaster

Concepts proposed explicitly by the user
partners:
 AEG logo
 General Electric
logo
 Electrolux logo
 Hoover logo
 Bauknecht logo
 Indesit logo
 BEKO logo
 LG logo
 BOSCH logo
 Miele logo
 Philips logo
 NEFF logo
 Siemens logo
 Samsung logo
 Whirlpool logo
 V Zug logo
 Fagor logo
 Zanussi logo
 Gaggenau logo
 Bissell logo
 Dyson logo

Table 3: Concepts for the “Commercial media monitoring use case”.
In the current deliverable we targeted only part of the concepts that were selected from the
list with the concepts proposed by the user partners, which contains logos of home
appliances companies. The number of the selected concepts is 12 and at this deliverable we
focused on most well-known companies. The remaining of the concepts will be handled in
the following deliverable D2.3. Finally, Table 4 contains the selected concepts.
Concepts proposed explicitly by the user partners:
 Electrolux logo
 Philips logo

 Bauknecht logo
 Siemens logo

 BOSCH logo
 Whirlpool logo


General Electric 
logo

Hoover logo

Indesit logo

LG logo
Miele logo
Samsung logo

Table 4: Selected concepts for the “Commercial media monitoring use case”.

7.5

Creation of training dataset

Based on the analysis of 7.4 section, the total number of concepts that we will deal with in
this deliverable is 32. At this point, we should note that an essential step in the model
development procedure is the creation of a training dataset. This training set must contain a
significant number of images recognised as positive (relevant) in regard to a concept and
number of images recognised as negative. The procedure we followed for creating the
training dataset for each concept consists of the two following steps:
1. gathering of images related to each specific concept
2. manual annotation of the images returned by the APIs
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The first step involves the downloading of image related to each concept using the Bing
Image API46, the flickr API47 and Google Images48. Appendix C1 contains a more extensive
description on the image gathering step.
The second step involves improving the quality of the images downloaded (i.e. remove the
wrongly returned images). Thus, a visual inspection and manual annotation of each image
tag is realised. This annotation is realised through a java graphical interface that is depicted
in Figure 9.

Figure 9: GUI for image manual annotation.

7.6

Evaluation

In this section, we will evaluate the multimedia concept detection module. It should be
noted that the evaluation will be limited to:
1. The time performance of video decoding and the total procedure
2. The evaluation of the models developed for the concepts mentioned in section 7.4.
The evaluation in terms of accuracy of the steps constituting the module, including the shot
segmentation, the scene segmentation, and the features and the classification in general will
not be realised since the techniques used have been adequately tested and evaluated in
several works (Sidiropoulos et al., 2011; Apostolidis et al., 2012; Stein et al., 2013;
Apostolidis et al., 2014; Markatopoulou et al., 2014; Markatopoulou et al., 2015;
Moumtzidou et al., 2010; Moumtzidou et al., 2011).

46

https://datamarket.azure.com/dataset/bing/search

47

https://www.flickr.com/services/api/

48

https://images.google.com/
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7.6.1

Time performance evaluation

In general, it is possible to evaluate the system in terms of time separately for each step and
for complete module. Nonetheless in this deliverable we will focus only on comparing the
time performance of the different techniques applied in the video decoding phase and on
presenting some first results for the whole module as well. The comparison in terms of time
for the feature extraction phase between local and global descriptors or between different
descriptors in general will be realised in the next deliverable. The same applies for the
classification phase, since at least for the basic version of the multimedia concept detection
module we will use exclusively SVMs.
Dataset and infrastructure description

All the tests were realised on a PC with the following characteristics:
Processor

Intel Core i7 - 4770K CPU @ 3,50GHz

Memory

32 GB

System type

64-bit Operating System

Operation system

Windows 7 Professional - Service pack 1

Table 5: PC characteristics.
The dataset that was used includes a set of 8 video files, and each video differs either in
terms of duration or dimensions (i.e. width and height of frames). The selection of the
specific dataset was realised in order to allow us draw some conclusions on:




how the video dimensions affect the computational time
how the computational time increases with the increase of the video duration and,
whether there is a limit in the video dimensions that can be handled beyond which
the computational time is not acceptable

Table 6 contains the video files used during the testing procedure, their duration and
dimension.
Video Duration

Video Dimensions
(width x height)

je20110329_atom10b_sd_avc.mp4

0:00:49

576 x 320

2

je20110329_atom10b_sd_sor.mp4

0:00:50

352 x 208

3

globalideas_en20120625_mongoleineu_sd_avc.mp4

0:06:25

576 x 320

4

gle20120813_patagonien_sd_sor.mp4

0:06:29

352 x 208

5

tt20131007_gesamt_sd_sor.mp4

0:26:03

512 x 288

6

2012_01_16_00_30_o_sd_sor.mp4

0:26:14

352 x 208

7

age20140204_gesamt_sd_avc.mp4

0:42:36

1280 x 720

8

age20140204_gesamt_sd_sor.mp4

0:42:36

512 x 288

a/a

Video Name

1

Table 6: Video files.
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Video decoding
As already mentioned, video decoding into keyframes can be realised by selecting frames
with a predefined static time-step (i.e. fixed keyframe extraction) or by selecting the middle
frame in a shot or even in a scene. Table 7 (and Figure C1 of the Appendix C2) contains the
times needed in the three aforementioned methods for the dataset described earlier.
Video
Ids

Time required (in seconds)

Number of keyframes

Fixed keyframe
extraction

Shot
segmentation

Scene
segmentation

Fixed keyframe
extraction

Shot
segmentation

1

9

219.42

1

8

14

2

1

69.18

1

8

14

3

13

1768.1

2

64

82

4

9

512.04

2

64

65

5

48

4714.39

8

260

246

6

38

1666.56

8

262

276

7

146

49025.1

12

426

302

8

65

7632.03

12

426

290

Table 7: Time requirements and number of keyframes for different keyframe extraction
methods.
After a careful observation of the Table 7, we can conclude that in case of fixed keyframe
extraction, the time required is quite low. Things change radically when shot segmentation is
applied. In this case, the experiments show that when the video dimensions are around
576x320 or less the time required for shot segmentation is twice or less the duration of the
video, otherwise it can be very long especially when big videos are used. Thus a dimension of
576x320 or less is acceptable. Scene segmentation on the other hand, presupposes the
application of shot segmentation and thus the time added after the application of shot
segmentation is insignificant. However, it should be noted that new shot segmentation
methods will be tested as well that might perform better in terms of time. Finally, as far as
the number of keyframes extracted is concerned, when either fixed keyframe extraction or
shot segmentation is applied, the number of keyframes extracted is comparable. However,
the quality of the keyframes in terms of the video representation is not beyond any doubt
different, since the first method is simply a random selection of keyframes while the second
involves the use of image processing techniques.
Total Procedure
The time required to complete all the steps described depends also on the number of
concepts/ models and of course the features extracted. At this point, we assume that in all
cases all the aforementioned features (SIFT, opponent-SIFT, RGB-SIFT, SURF, opponentSURF, RGB-SUFR) will be extracted. Table 8 contains the time required for the total
procedure to be realised in each one of the videos. A conclusion that can be easily drawn is
that the number of concepts does not affect significantly the time required for the whole
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procedure. Moreover, Table 8 (and Figure C2 of the Appendix C2) shows the time required
for running the whole concept detection procedure in some videos with different duration.
Video
Duration

Video
dimensions

(in minutes)

Time For Concept Detection
for Different Number of
Concepts (in minutes)

Time for Concept detection for
Different Techniques of Keyframe
extraction (in minutes)

23 Concepts

46 Concepts

Fixed
segmentation

Shot
segmentation

1

352 x 208

3,15

3,70

3,70

7,36

6

352 x 208

21,22

23,53

23,53

53

26

352 x 208

85,05

92,87

92,87

171,44

42

512 x 288

141,97

152,97

152,97

280,17

Table 8: Full time for fixed keyframe extraction and different number of concepts
Based on the values of Table 8, the number of videos that can be processed approximately
per day using either of the two video decoding methods is shown in Table 9.
Number of videos processed per day

Video Duration
(in minutes)

Fixed segmentation

Shot segmentation

1

360

180

6

57

26

26

15

8

42

9

5

Table 9: Number of videos processed from one PC in one day for video with different
durations.
All the aforementioned results show that in general, the time required for video processing
and concept detection is considerable. Thus, in order to be able to handle large amount of
data, we plan on using Hadoop49, which is an open-source software framework for storage
and large-scale processing of data-sets on clusters of commodity hardware. We expect that
with distributed computing technologies we will solve both the issue of time and capacity,
since the concept detection requires also disk space for storing the intermediate results.
7.6.2

Model evaluation

In this section we present an evaluation of some of the concepts that were selected for each
use case (see section 7.4). For each use case, we gathered a test dataset that was either
retrieved from the internet (images retrieved from web pages) or provided by the user
partners. These datasets were manually annotated and in the end the well-known IR metrics
(precision, recall and f-score) were estimated for each concept. Since these metrics are
adequately described in deliverable D8.1 (“Quality assurance and evaluation plan”), we will
not provide any other details here.
49

http://hadoop.apache.org/
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Commercial media monitoring use case scenario

For this use case we have gathered 240 images in total that were classified in the concepts
shown in Table 4. This dataset was manually annotated to 12 concepts and 20 relevant
images were gathered for each concept. The results of the evaluation can be seen in Table
10. It is evident that the models developed can separate very well among the selected
concepts. However, it should be noted that the images tested contained only logos and thus
concept detection techniques that compare the global image characteristics were able to
perform well. On the other hand, it should be noted, that the real data that will be used for
MULTISENSOR do not depict only logos, quite the contrary the logos are only part of them.
However, in such cases other techniques related to object detection should be studied that
attempt to identify objects found inside images. Experiments in datasets with images
containing logos as part of the image will be conducted in the advanced version of
multimedia concept detection module which will be reported in the deliverable D2.3.
Concept name

Number of
relevant
images

Number
of
retrieved
images

Number of
retrieved relevant
images

Precision

Recall

Fscore

Bauknecht logo

20

17

17

1

0.850

0.919

Bosch logo

20

18

18

1

0.900

0.947

Electrolux logo

20

19

19

1

0.950

0.974

General Electric
logo

20

19

19

1

0.950

0.974

Hoover logo

20

19

19

1

0.950

0.974

Indesit logo

20

19

19

1

0.950

0.974

LG logo

20

19

19

1

0.950

0.974

Miele logo

20

20

20

1

1.000

1.000

Philips logo

20

19

19

1

0.950

0.974

Samsung logo

20

18

18

1

0.900

0.947

Siemens logo

20

20

20

1

1

1

Whirlpool logo

20

17

15

0.882

0.750

0.811

Table 10: Evaluation metrics values for the “Commercial media monitoring use case”
dataset.
Journalism use case scenario

For this use case, we present the evaluation results for the concepts shown in Table 2.
Specifically, as far as the concepts that are defined from TRECVID, we present the results of
ITI-CERTH’s team participating in TRECVID 2014 SIN task that were published in
(Markatopoulou et al., 2013). The results of the experiments can be found in Table 11 and
they are shown in terms of Extended Inferred Average Precision (MXinfAP) (Yilmaz et al.,
2008), which is an approximation of the Average Precision (AP) suitable for the partial
ground truth that accompanies the TRECVID dataset (Smeaton et al., 2006), and precision at
the first 10 and 100 results. Regarding the Average Precision, it is a metric that considers the
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ranking for the returned results as well. Thus, for systems that return a ranked sequence of
results, it is desirable to also consider the order in which the returned documents are
presented. By computing a precision and recall at every position in the ranked sequence of
documents, one can plot a precision-recall curve, plotting precision p(r) as a function of
recall r. The AP computes the average value of p(r) over the interval from r=0 to r=1.
It should be noted that TRECVID does not provide participants with evaluation information
for all 500, since it evaluates only 60 concepts each year, and thus Table 11 contains the only
part of the concepts selected for MULTISENSOR. Specifically, there is no available evaluation
information for the concepts: bicycle, building, car, cityscape, factory, factory worker,
laboratory, landscape, scientists and waterscape. Regarding the performance of the
concepts, it should be noted that ITI-CERTH team had achieved results (the ones shown in
Table 11) that ranked well above the average compared to the other participating teams.
Concept Name

Extended Inferred Average
Precision

Precision @ 10 res

Precision@
100

Airplane

0.092

0.3

0.217

Anchorperson

0.574

0.6

0.777

Boat Ship

0.261

0.9

0.81

Demonstration/ Protest

0.194

0.6

0.457

Explosion/ Fire

0.119

0.8

0.64

Forest

0.091

0.3

0.3

Government Leader

0.367

1.0

0.8

Press Conference

0.233

0.9

0.803

Reporters

0.0119

0.0

0.06

Table 11: Evaluation metrics values for the “Journalism use case” dataset and TRECVID
concepts from ITI-CERTH participation in TRECVID 2014.
Finally, we have gathered 200 images in total that were classified in the concepts shown in
Table 2 that are not part of the TRECVID concepts. This dataset was manually annotated to
10 concepts, and 20 relevant images were gathered for each concept. The results of the
evaluation can be seen in Table 12 and it is evident that the models developed can separate
very well among the selected concepts. However, it should be noted that the real images
retrieved from web pages or videos or any other sources used by MULTISENSOR will be far
more complicated. Thus, in regards to the concepts related to logos (e.g. EnBW logo, E-on
logo), and similarly to the previous use case, we will apply object detection techniques that
attempt to identify objects found inside images, while as far as the other concepts are
concerned (e.g. Lattice tower), more realistic datasets will be used for evaluation purposes.
These extended experiments along with the new techniques studied will be realised in the
next deliverable D2.3
Concept name

EnBW logo

Number of
relevant
images

Number of
retrieved
images

Number of
retrieved
relevant images

20

14

14
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E-On logo

20

14

14

1

0.7

0.824

Nuclear energy
logo

20

15

15

1

0.75

0.857

RWE logo

20

19

18

0.947

0.9

0.923

Vattenfall logo

20

12

12

1

0.6

0.75

Lattice tower

20

19

19

1

0.95

0.974

Recycle bin

20

20

20

1

1

1

Smog

20

20

20

1

1

1

Solar panel

20

20

20

1

1

1

Wind turbine

20

19

19

1

0.95

0.974

Table 12: Evaluation metrics values for the “Journalism use case” dataset
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8 MACHINE TRANSLATION
8.1

Management summary

Automatic machine translation (MT) is employed within the MULTISENSOR project with two
main goals:



To provide the translation of the summarisation results in the end of the content
analysis and summarisation chain.
To enable full-text translation on-demand during the development of language
dependent analysis tools in the project, in case a subset of required languages is not
supported by these tools (i.e. as a workaround, until all required languages are
supported by the respective tools).

In the first case, the translations will be produced at the end of the analysis/summarisation
process and will be stored together with the summaries. In the second case, the translations
produced by MT provide the input for the text analysis chain and follow the same analysis
procedure as the input from original text sources in the required language.
The languages covered by MT in the MULTISENSOR project will be English, German, Spanish,
Bulgarian, and French.

8.2

State of the art

In the beginning, the machine translation systems followed a simple substitution of words
from one language by the corresponding words in another language. But this approach has
not lead to good translation results. It became clear that the translation requires not only a
lexicon (words and their translations) but rather a profound knowledge of specific structures
in the source language and a way to generate corresponding structures in the target
language. Two main approaches to achieve this have been developed:




Knowledge-driven: based on exploiting the expert experience of lexicographers and
linguists, who write lexicons and grammar rules manually, founded on their own
knowledge (RBMT = rule-based machine translation).
Data-driven: based on automatic corpus analysis and statistical learning methods,
where both translations and the rules are learned from a sufficient amount of
bilingual corpora, i.e. from existing translations (SMT = statistical MT).

Today, the field of machine translation is characterised by a strong dominance of the
statistical techniques. The most important prerequisite for the development of probabilisticbased systems is the availability of parallel corpora, i.e. of texts in two or more languages
that are perfect (human) translations of each other. Many open SMT tools exist that offer
software for training, tuning and decoding tasks. One of the widely used ones is Moses50, a
toolkit originally developed by Philipp Koehn at the University of Edinburgh, and
continuously improved and further developed by a growing number of researchers all over
the world.

50

http://www.statmt.org/moses/
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8.3

Technical framework and approach

For MULTISENSOR, we adopt the SMT approach and the machine learning techniques
associated to it. Since the Moses framework is a language-independent platform, we use it
for the development of all project MT pairs in the same way.
Moses offers:








A training component for translation models (bilingual phrase tables) and for
reordering models (bilingual “rules” how to deal with different word orders in source
and target language).
A tuning component for better adjusting the translation parameters according to the
given domain or text genre; it is based on an extra set of human translations that is
representative for the intended translation task in terms of vocabulary and style.
A decoding component with powerful search algorithms that computes all possible
translation hypotheses and finds the translation with the highest probability.
Support for externally estimated LMs and integration of LM tools (SRILM, IRSTLM
etc.), as well as already integrated LM software (KenLM, RandLM).
A work-flow control tool (EMS = experiment management system), which enables the
user to automatise the whole training-tuning-evaluation chain; it offers a graphical
interface to follow the progress of each step visually.

Moses, like many other SMT platforms, supports different kinds of translation models:






Phrase-based: this is the “standard” and most widely used approach. Instead of
learning the translation word by word, larger word sequences (currently, up to 7
words) are being taken into account; thus, larger contexts, different word orders in
source and target, as well as distant dependencies are considered. However, very
long dependences remain unseen and cannot be learned; this is one of the major
problems and shortcomings in the phrase-based approach. Moses also implements
an extension to the phrase-based approach, known as factored translation. It enables
extra linguistic information (such as part of speech, morphological information,
semantics etc.) to be added to phrase-based models, without applying deeper
linguistic syntax rules.
Hierarchical: while the translation units (phrases) in the phrase-based models are
random and not linguistically motivated at all, the phrases learned in the hierarchical
approach are more “syntactically-inspired”. Group of words (chunks) are replaced by
higher (non-terminal) terms. They can reflect nominal, adjectival or any other
syntactically motivated groups of words, but not higher relations between them, i.e.
this approach does not use linguistic syntax rules.
Tree-based: while the phrase-based and hierarchical models map source phrases
onto the target phrases, the tree-based (syntactic) models operate on rules, which
are based on syntactic structures of language.

In MULTISENSOR we have adopted the phrase-based model.

8.4

Implementation and components

The language pairs covered in the project will be German, French, Spanish, and Bulgarian
into and from English (eight direct translation directions). When using English as a pivot
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language, 12 additional translation directions (e.g. German-French, Bulgarian-Spanish) can
be supported:

Figure 5: MT translation directions in MULTISENSOR
In the first year of the project, baseline systems for all languages into English have been
developed. The other directions (from English into the other languages) as well as advanced
versions of all systems will be released during the second year.
8.4.1 Resources
While the software components are basically language-independent, the language-specific
system development requires many different bilingual and monolingual resources:



Bilingual: parallel training corpora, parallel reference translations for tuning and
testing purposes, bilingual lexicons.
Monolingual: huge amounts of data in the target language for language modelling,
many linguistic resources and lexica for normalisation and pre-processing task.

The baseline systems have been trained on freely available open source corpora, such as
Europarl, DGT, JRC, and SETimes51 for Bulgarian (cf. Tyers, 2010) and on parallel corpora
crawled by Linguatec. All of them can be consider general-domain. The advanced versions
will be domain-adapted for the MULTISENSOR use cases and domains, based on as much indomain parallel data as the use case partners can provide.
8.4.2 Data preparation
The data preparation process is very similar to the corpus collection and pre-processing
steps described above in the ASR section.
One part of the data was already in form of aligned corpora, i.e. bilingual translation
memories (Europarl, DGT) and as such it did not undergo the whole pre-processing chain.
The other part, e.g. crawled data has been prepared as described in the following.
Crawler and HTML Parser
In comparison to the monolingual crawler described in section 6.4.1, the bilingual crawler
offers the following additional features:



51

When crawling web sites, it first looks for pages with an identifiable language flag
For each found page it searches a corresponding parallel page (in another language)

http://www.setimes.com
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In case such pages have been found, the crawler performs some checks: Does the
translation contain a minimum of text? Do the pages indeed contain different and
required languages? Are the texts most probably translations of each other (similar
length, same numbers, same named entities, etc.)?

The crawled documents are stored in HTML-format, and then offline processed by the
HTML-parser. Additionally to the functionality described in 6.4.1, the parser, when
processing parallel documents, tries to align them at least on the paragraph level. This
enables a better alignment on the sentence level in the next steps.
Sentence splitter and tokeniser
These components have the same functionality as described in section 6.4.1. However, in
order to really be able to find parallel sentences, it is very important to harmonise the
segmentation in both languages and to use similar heuristics for the detection of sentence
boundaries (e.g. semicolon as sentence end in both languages). Tokeniser detaches
punctuation marks, symbols, brackets etc. from words, but in contrast to the ASR, none of
them are removed from the training corpus. Both tools have been developed by Linguatec.
Sentence aligner
Alignment aims at identifying corresponding sentences in two given parallel texts. There
exist many open-source or commercial alignment tools. Some of them take original texts as
input and have integrated sentence segmentation and tokenisation tasks. However, our
experiments have shown better results if the input to the alignment task is already preprocessed and segmented as described above. Best results we achieved with the Hunalign52,
an open-source language-independent alignment tool, which also can make use of bilingual
dictionaries if any are provided. In absence of bilingual dictionaries, Hunalign builds an
automatic dictionary during a first alignment pass, and realigns the sentences in a second
pass, using this dictionary.
Final cleaning and casing
In a last step before training we filter out sentences: (a) with a length of more than 60 words
(b) if the sentence length ratio between source and target is higher than 3x (c) if sentences
belong to a third language (d) if sentence pairs are very different in terms of occurrence of
numbers, special characters and symbols.
In the current baseline version, all training data have been used in their original casing. Only
the sentence beginnings have been true-cased, i.e. proper names in all languages and also
nouns in German have been kept capitalised; all other words have been converted to lower
case. Should tests show that too many errors regarding the capitalisation occur in the
translation, we will consider another approach: to lower-case the training data, and to use a
re-casing component (rule-based or trained statistically) to restore the correct orthography.
Language modelling
For language modelling we use the same tools and procedures as described in 6.4.2 above to
produce n-gram LMs. The advantage of n-gram LMs is that such models are corpus-based
52

http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/hunalign/
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and as such reflect the “real world”. They are in particular suitable for languages with a
stronger word order, since they perfectly reproduce local syntax and also semantics (usually,
LMs with up to 3 or 4-grams are used in MT). The disadvantage of 3/4-gram LMs is that longdistance dependencies cannot be reflected and the languages with flexible word order are
more difficult to be mapped into a model. However, there is no much sense in using longer
order, since it would make the language models very huge and slow, while the probability
for longer and longer sequences (6, 7 or more) to be seen again is getting lower and lower.

8.5

Evaluation

For machine translation quality there are three main assessment methodologies:





Automatic metrics: There exist many tools for automatic assessment of the
translation quality, such as BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002), NIST53, or METEOR
(Denkowski, Lavie 2011). They measure how similar is the MT output to one or
several reference translations. For this, test sets with “ideal” translations are
prepared which are as domain-specific as possible and representative for the
intended translation tasks.
Manual comparative evaluation: human evaluators manually compare two MT
outputs (translations of the same sentence) and decide which one is better.
Manual absolute evaluation: evaluators compare the translation with its source
sentence and give assessment regarding adequacy, fluency and intelligibility of the
translation.

In MULTISENSOR, we will use all three evaluation approaches. The automatic metrics are in
particular suitable for a fast and continuous monitoring of changes between two versions.
The manual evaluation will be done in the end of the project; being a very time-consuming
and cost-intensive approach, it cannot be applied after each new development cycle. We will
use two different kinds of test sets: (a) in-domain data, ca. 2000 sentences for each language
pair. We consider it affordable to create test sets for the UC1-scenario 1 (press articles about
energy policies). It will be more difficult to collect reference translation for the other use
cases and scenarios (house appliances, and yoghurt export). Should the parallel data
provided by the user partners not cover all use cases, we will use the same test set for all
scenarios (b) general test sets, originating from another EU project (e.g. EUROMATRIX54), in
order to compare our results with the results achieved in similar projects.

8.6

Integration into the MULTISENSOR platform

The machine translation system runs on Linguatec servers. The communication between the
MT server and MULTISENSOR platform will be established via REST web services.

53
54

ftp://jaguar.ncsl.nist.gov/mt/resources/mteval-v13a-20091001.tar.gz
http://www.euromatrix.net/
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9 CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable reports on the basic techniques for named entities recognition, concept
extraction from text, concept linking and relations, speech recognition, multimedia concept
detection, and machine translation.
The named entities recognition module identifies names of persons, locations, companies
and institutions, as well as amounts and dates. Whenever possible, additional attributes
such as first name/ surname for persons, type of location, prices and subclass of amounts
etc. are recognised. Our NER approach is knowledge-driven, based on language-dependent
lexicons and grammars. The first baseline version of NER module for English, based on
lexicon lookup, has been released; lexicons for German, French, and Spanish have been
produced, and the collection of Bulgarian resources is ongoing. The next version will include
grammars, which will allow recognition of entities not present in the lexicons. Furthermore,
the integration of the NIF ontology and disambiguation of named entities against DBPedia is
ongoing. The NER component runs on Linguatec server. The service call includes, beside the
NE recognition, also the sentence splitting and tokenisation modules.
Concerning the concept extraction and concept linking and relation extraction modules, an
annotation exercise in being carried out with the goal to assess the coverage of existing
datasets and lexical resources and establish criteria for what contents should be extracted.
The annotation will result in a set of annotation guidelines, a draft of which is presented in
A.3, and a manually annotated gold standard to be used in the evaluation of the models. The
general approach to relation extraction is based mostly on a multilingual deep dependency
parser capable of identifying predicates and their arguments in the text. As described in
D6.1, the training resources needed to deploy parsing models for the English and Spanish
languages are ready, while corpora for the remaining languages will be released in the next
few months.
The speech recognition module is available for German and English. It is based on opensource framework RWTH-ASR. In the first year of the project, baseline systems have been
produced based on online freely available contents; they ensure wide general-domain
recognition. In the second year of the project, domain-adapted systems will be trained,
based on project-relevant in-domain data. The first versions of German and English systems
differ strongly in their volume and size: while the English recognition lexicon contains about
150.000 entries, has the German lexicon almost 600.000 entries. The size of the language
models in binary format is ca. 500 MG for English and ca. 6 GB for German. Doing so, we
intend to answer the question of how the size of the recognition data correlates to the
recognition quality. The ASR module runs on Linguatec server.
As far as multimedia concept extraction is concerned, this deliverable presents the first and
basic version of the related techniques. In this context, we have created a framework that
implements the concept testing procedure and incorporates a video decoding step, a feature
extraction step and a classification step. Regarding the video decoding and feature
extraction steps, we have used the most recent approaches in the relevant literature while
for the classification step we tested the well-established SVM classifiers. In order to evaluate
the process proposed, we run evaluation experiments that test both the time and the
accuracy of the retrieved results. The most important conclusion that was drawn from the
time evaluation was that significant time and disk storage is required and thus it is essential
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that we move to distributed computing technologies for handling real data. Moreover, as far
as the evaluation of the retrieved results is concerned, we have conducted several tests that
performed satisfactory but the testing dataset that was used was not very realistic since it
did not contain very complicated images. In order to be able to handle such images, it is
expected to test object detection techniques as well that are able to locate specific objects
within an image. Finally, in order to train the models used for capturing concepts related to
MULTISENSOR, we developed an annotation tool that required manual annotation of the
images. However, in order to limit the time required for completing this task (approximately
2 hours are required for annotating 2000 images), we plan on applying image processing
techniques such as clustering at a later stage that will limit this time and therefore allow the
annotation of bigger datasets and of more concepts. The aforementioned improvements will
be presented in the two next deliverables D2.3 and D2.4.
Machine translation in MULTISENSOR project is statistical based and it uses the open-source
framework Moses. We have adopted the phrase-based approach. Eight direct translation
directions will be developed (German, French, Spanish and Bulgarian from and into English).
When using English as a pivot language, twelve additional non-direct language directions will
be supported. In the first year of the project the baseline systems for the translation into
English have been released. The training data consisted of freely available bilingual corpora
and crawled web data; they should support a rather general-domain translation. Depending
on the availability of parallel project-relevant data, the next versions will be adapted for the
project use cases. The MT module runs on Linguatec server.
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A

Appendix: Annotation Guidelines

A.1

Introduction

These guidelines describe the annotation of texts with semantic data and associated lexical
information. The annotation has the goal of facilitating the development and evaluation of
advanced Information Extraction (IE) and Automatic Summarisation (AS) techniques. More
precisely, the guidelines describe how to identify and mark in the text facts involving entities
potentially found in some target datasets containing factual data, and how to enrich the
annotations with lexical information pertinent to the linguistic expressions that indicate the
facts in the text. The datasets we consider are linked open datasets (LOD), while the lexical
information is obtained from freely available online thesauri and lexical indexes, some of
them also published as LOD.
The annotation procedure is divided into two separate annotation subtasks. The first subtask
consists in marking nominal expressions found in lexical resources and that may denote
entities in the target datasets. This is similar to Named Entity Disambiguation (NED)55, a task
that various tools address automatically with varying levels of success. We look up the
nominal expressions in the lexical resources and, for each of these resources, record
whether the expression was found. The second subtask is to mark verbal predicates that
indicate events or other relations involving one or more of the annotated entities. Predicates
are also looked up in online lexical resources and their presence in each resource is
annotated. In addition, the information found in the lexical entries is used to determine and
annotate what entities or other relations act as arguments of the predicate.
The guidelines have been developed during an experimental manual annotation of
journalistic texts about energy policies. As a result, they are illustrated with examples of
journalistic texts about energy policies. The guidelines, however, are valid for the annotation
of texts of any genre and domain with any lexical resources and target datasets.
The following resources were used in the experimental annotation:
●

Lexical resources:
1. BableNet56: Index of mapped entries in Wordnet, Open Multilingual Wordnet,
Wikipedia, DBPedia, Wiktionary and others.
2. Unified Verb Index57: Index of mapped lexical entries in predicate dictionaries
(VerbNet, PropBank) and predicative sense dictionary (FrameNet).

55

Also known as entity linking, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entity_linking
See http://babelnet.org/search.jsp
57
See http://verbs.colorado.edu/verb-index/search.php
56
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3. Eurovoc58: multilingual thesaurus containing terms obtained from official
documents of the European Parliament.
4. Reegle Glossary59: multilingual thesaurus containing terms belonging to the
renewable energies domain.
Factual datasets:
60
1. Wikipedia/DBPedia : DBPEdia is an RDF dataset with data extracted from
semi-structured data in Wikipedia pages. Mostpages in Wikipedia have a
corresponding entry in DBpedia (a dereferencable URI-named entity).
61
2. Reegle data : a dataset containing the terms from the Reegle Glossary plus a
list of important actors (organisations and individuals) for the renewable
domain.

A.2

Annotation of nominal expressions

1. Annotate nominal expressions with the annotation type ‘Entity’.
o Annotate dates, numbers and quantifiers as separate entities, e.g. ‘2014’,
‘Monday’, ‘50%’, ‘most’, ‘two’.
o Exclude determiners from the annotation, e.g. in ‘the Fukushima disaster’
annotate ‘Fukushima disaster’.
o Do not annotate possessives, rhetorical expressions or idioms. e.g. ‘ to say the
least’.
2. In the case of complex nominal expressions, annotate the whole expression as a
single entity if it has an entry in the target resources:
o Bablenet
o Eurovoc
o Reegle
o E.g. if ‘wind farms’ has an entry in any of BableNet, Eurovoc and Reegle, annotate
‘wind farms’ and do not annotate ‘wind’ nor ‘farms’. However, if there is no entry
for the whole expression in any of them, annotate ‘wind’ and ‘farms’ as separate
entities (provided they do have entries).
3. For each annotation of type ‘Entity’, except for dates, numbers and quantifiers,
complete its annotation with the following:
o BabelNet: How is it found in BabelNet?

58

See http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/
See http://www.reegle.info/glossary
60
See http://dbpedia.org
61
See http://www.reegle.info/index.php
59
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o BabelNetMultiple: Does the nominal expression lead to multiple senses in
BabelNet?
o EuroVoc: How is it found in EuroVoc?
o EuroVocMultiple: Does the nominal expression lead to multiple senses in
EuroVoc?
o Reegle: How is it found in Reegle?
o Each of the above questions can take one of the following answers:
i. full, if entity found in the resource using nominal expression exactly as it is
(ignoring inflection).
ii. partial, if the entity is found in the resource by either adding or dropping
some words from the nominal expression.
iii. none if not found in the resource using the nominal expression (includes the
case when it may be found using synonyms or equivalent expressions).
o Metaphor: Does the nominal expression have a metaphorical meaning?
o Spanish, German, French, and Bulgarian: mark languages for which there are
equivalent expressions in BabelNet, EuroVoc or Reegle.
o Notes: write down in the notes section of the form the BabelNet sense (e.g.
populace1) and EuroVoc exact term (‘nuclear power’ leads to ‘nuclear industry’ in
EuroVoc).

4. Add an ‘argument’ relation from the ‘Entity’ annotation of a nominal expression and
the ‘Entity’ annotations of nominal expression it is modified by.
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5. If an entity has arguments, complete its annotation with the following:
o FrameNet: Is the predicative noun found as a lexical unit in FrameNet?
o FrameNetMultiple: Is the lexical unit linked to multiple frames?
o If there is a frame for the sense of the nominal predicate in FrameNet, write
down the type (e.g. food, support, etc.) of each core or non-core frame element
in the Notes section of the corresponding ‘argument’ relation.
6. In the case of anaphoric and cataphoric expressions (pronouns and other pro-forms)
and co-refering repetitions of exactly the same expression, mark them with the
annotation type ‘Co-ref’.
o Link the new ‘Co-ref’ annotation to the previous mention using the relation
‘coref’.
o Also mark cases of multiple or partial co-reference, e.g. ‘John and Peter like to
walk alone. They often do’.
7. If a non-anaphoric nominal mention can be inferred to co-refer with a preceding and
non-identical nominal expression, add a ‘coref’ relation between the two.
o Also mark cases of multiple or partial co-reference, e.g. ‘Germany and France
oppose the new legislation. Both countries demand changes.’.

A.3

Annotation of verbal expressions

1. Annotate all verbs with the annotation type ‘Relation’
o Include support verbs in the annotation, e.g. ‘may have been passed’.
o Include prepositions in phrasal verbs, e.g. ‘shut down’,
o Exclude adverbs and prepositions introducing arguments, e.g. in ‘even has’ and
‘not known’ do not annotate ‘even’ neither ‘not’.
o Do not attempt the annotation of elided verbs.
2. For each verb annotated, complete its annotation with the following:
o PropBank: Is the predicate found in PropBank?
o PropBankMultiple: Does it have multiple senses?
o VerbNet: Do the arguments of the PropBank sense have mappings to VerbNet
roles?
o VerbNetMultiple: Are there multiple VerbNet roles for one or more of the
PropBank arguments?
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o FrameNet: Is the verb found as a lexical unit in FrameNet?
o FrameNetMultiple: Is the corresponding lexical unit in FrameNet mapped to
multiple frames?
o Notes: write down in the notes section of the form the PropBank sense (e.g.
unplug.01) and FrameNet frame (e.g. Commitment).

3. Link relation annotations to their participants using the relation ‘argument’.
o Link the annotation ‘Relation’ of the verb to the annotated core of its argument
or modifier, which can be an annotation of type ‘Entity’, ‘Co-Ref’ or ‘Relation’.
o Do not annotate prepositions used to introduce arguments, e.g in ‘from nuclear
power’ do not annotate ‘from’ as part of the verb nor the argument.

4. Write down in the ‘Notes’ section of the form of each ‘argument’ relation:
o If the argument corresponds to a core argument according to PropBank, write
down its label (e.g. Arg1-PPT)
o If the argument corresponds to any core or non-core frame element in FrameNet,
write down the element type (e.g. food, support, etc.).
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5. In coordinations of arguments, annotate the verbal relation once for each
coordination member, and link each coordinated argument to one of the ‘Relation’
annotations.
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B

Appendix: Named Entities Recognition - Specification

B.1

Entity types

The NE recogniser will try to identify the following entity types; it will also give details for the
respective types in the ‘attributes’ fields:
Persons

Persons can be described by first and lastname, and in some cases, gender and occupation
may be recognised. This information is stored in attributes together with the person name.
Locations

The most important and most frequent locations are countries and cities. We also
investigate regions (‘Auvergne’, including US. state names like ‘Indiana’) and street names.
All other location names come as ‘other’ (including continents like ‘Europe’, or names like
‘Kremlin’, ‘White House’ etc.).
Organisations

Organisations can be companies (‘Apple’) or institutions (‘European Commission’) or other
private entities (like ‘FC Everton’, ‘Cosa Nostra’, ‘Greenpeace’).
Products and brand names

This is for products like ‘Nivea’, ‘BMW 317i’, ‘Miele 400’. Products are difficult to distinguish
from company names by formal means: ‘Maytag’ can be a product / brand name as well as a
company. In such cases, ambiguous results may be delivered.
Time expressions

Time expressions are dates, partial dates (like ‘November 1993’ or ‘November 16th’), hour
descriptions (’15:00 CET’). Also relational information ‘three days ago’, ‘on Wednesday’) is
stored, in case someone can make use of it. Time expressions set their respective attributes
(‘year’, ‘month’ etc.)
Amounts

Units consist of an amount (25) and a unit (km, €, etc.), or a percentage. The most important
units are prices.
Communication means

This type identifies URLs, email addresses, phone and fax numbers, and returns the
respective type attribute.
Names

There are many other named entities not falling into one of the types above, like the
‘Maytag Repairman’ or the ‘Clear Water Act’, ‘European Monetary System’ and so on. They
are collected here under just ‘Name’.
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B.2

Objects and attributes

The JSON serialisation of the NER will provide the following objects and attributes:
B.2.1

Document

This is the top level object. One document is one object. It has three attributes
Attributes of document are:
“LANGUAGE“:

“<lg>”, the language of the document

“TEXT“:

“<text>”, the text of the document {quotes to be escaped}

“SENTENCES”:

give the sentence segmentation of the text, as a list of triplets of
<“text” , “onset”, “offset”>

“TOKENS”:

give the token sequence of the text, as a list of triplets of <“text” ,
“onset”, “offset”>

“ENTITIES“:

gives all named entities found in the document. Details are
described below.

Other document-related attributes could be: encoding (we assume everything is in UTF8 noBOM); topic (assigned by a topic identifier component), and other attributes set by the
following processing components.
Input of the component is pure text, and a language attribute. The output structure may not
have an ‘ENTITIES’ attribute (depending on the presence of NEs in the text).
B.2.2

Entities

The entities are sorted by the type of an entity. Supported entity types are the following:
“ENTITIES”:
{
“PERSONS”: [ ]
“LOCATIONS”: [ ]
“ORGANISATIONS”: [ ]
“BRANDS”: [ ]
“TIMES”: [ ]
“AMOUNTS”: [ ]
“COMMUNICATIONS”: [ ]
“NAMES”: [ ]

a list of all persons
a list of all locations
a list of all organisations
a list of all brands / products
a list of all time expresions
a list of all units
a list of all communication means
a list of all non-typed entities

}
These entities are described in more detail below. All type sections are optional; i.e. if a
document does not contain any brand, for instance, the respective attribute is not offered.
B.2.3

Entity type structures

The entity types just mentioned have a uniform internal structure, consisting of the
following attributes:
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“name”: “<a canonical name>”,
the name in its ‘basic’ form
“count”: “<#-occurrences>”,
how often this entity occurs in the document
“url”: “<an url>”
pointer to an URI for this entity (e.g. DBPedia)
“attributes”: { }
the attributes for this entity type, cf. below
“matches”: [ ]
the single matches of the entity type in the input
The different entity types differ only in their set of attributes.
Names

As for the names themselves, the canonical form of the name are built as follows: creation of
standard casing (‘LONDON’ -> ‘London’), removal of all case attributes (‘Germany’s’ ->
‘Germany’), longest string is kept, aside from company designators (‘Handelsblatt’ /
‘Handelsblatt GmbH’ / ‘Handelsblatt GmbH & Ko KG’ -> ‘Handelsblatt’). For dates, the input
form is left as canonical form in V1.0; in later versions, the ISO normalisation can be used.
Units stay in their input form; details are given in their attributes. Person names come in the
longest form found.
Attributes

The attributes object contains different attributes depending on the entity type. The
following attributes will be tried to be identified. All attributes are optional. They depend on
the document text and the available resources:
Person

‘Person’ has the following attributes:
"firstname": "<string>",

the firstname

"lastname": "<string>",

the lastname

"gender": "<member>",
feminine)

the gender if available. Values are: {masculine,

"occupation": "<string>"

the occupation if available (not in V1)

(We will not keep middle names, titles etc. in attributes. Middle names may occur in the
normalised form of the name, titles will be excluded).
Location

‘Location’ has the following attributes:
“type”: <member>

Values are: {country, region, city, street, other}

The value of ‘other’ can include nature things (mountains, continents, islands), buildings, and
so on; they are not specified further.
Organisation

‘Organisation’ has the following attributes:
“type”: <member>

Values are: {company, institution}

Companies refer to businesses. By ‘institutions’, mainly governmental and other public law
organisations (‘Red Cross’) will be marked, but also all kinds of football clubs, mafia,
‘Translators without Boundaries’ etc. are covered here.
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Brand / Product

‘Product’ has the following attributes: (none in V1.0)
// “type”: “<String>”

(don’t know yet what makes sense here)

(We need more experience with this type of NE here).
Times

‘Time’ has the following attributes:
"year": "<string>",

a year

"month": "<string>",

a month, in canonical notation (digit)

"day": "<string>",

a day

"time": "<string>",

an hour (‘15:00 CET’)

“weekday”: “<stirng>”

a weekday (‘Friday’); could also go under ‘rel’

"rel": "<string>

a relative expression (‘the last three days’)

“other”: “<string>”

any other time expression (‘Valentine’s day’)

Note that many cases of partial filling exist (“in November 1946”: no day).
Amounts

‘Amounts’ have the following attributes:
“unit”: “<string>”
“amount: “<number>”
“type”: “<member>”

a unit designator, or “%”
an amount
a type. One of {unit, price}

The type attribute, for the time being, would just differentiate between prices and other
amounts to ease access to prices. Canonical values for prices / currencies are the
international abbreviations (‘EUR’).
Communications

‘Communications’ has the following attributes:
“type”: “<string>”

the type of communication means

There will be {URL, email, fonfax} as values for this type feature.
Names

‘Name’ has the following attributes: (none in V1.0))
// “type”: “<string>”

a type if anything can be identified, othrwise empty

This for NEs which cannot be typed, like ‘Clean Water Act’, ‘Maytag Repairman’ and others.
Matches

This a list of objects describing where the entity occurred in the text. Attributes are:
"text":"<string>",

the text form of this entity

"onset":"<number>",

the start of the NE
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"offset": <number>"

the end of the NE

The objects can have different text forms (like ‘Austria’ and ‘Austria’s’, or ‘Ford Corp.’ and
‘Ford’), therefore the text form is stored in the ‘matches’, and the object has a canonical
form of the name. Also, as the text forms can have different length, we give start and end of
the offset.

B.3

Output example as JSON object

{
"document": {
"LANGUAGE": "en",
"TEXT": "We met Peter Brady in San Prodotto. He works for Rusticon Srl. Brady explained that Rusticon exports
spoons and sporks. ",
"SENTENCES":
[
{ "text": "We met Peter Brady in San Prodotto.", "onset": "0", "offset": "35" },
{ "text": "He works for Rusticon Srl.", "onset": "36", "offset": "62" },
{ "text": "Brady explained that Rusticon exports spoons and sporks.", "onset": "63", "offset": "119" }
],
"TOKENS":
[
{ "text": "We", "onset": "0", "offset": "2" },
{ "text": "met", "onset": "3", "offset": "6" },
{ "text": "Peter", "onset": "7", "offset": "12" },
{ "text": "Brady", "onset": "13", "offset": "18" },
{ "text": "in", "onset": "19", "offset": "21" },
{ "text": "San", "onset": "22", "offset": "25" },
{ "text": "Prodotto", "onset": "26", "offset": "34" },
{ "text": ".", "onset": "34", "offset": "35" },
{ "text": "He", "onset": "36", "offset": "38" },
{ "text": "works", "onset": "39", "offset": "44" },
{ "text": "for", "onset": "45", "offset": "48" },
{ "text": "Rusticon", "onset": "49", "offset": "57" },
{ "text": "Srl", "onset": "58", "offset": "61" },
{ "text": ".", "onset": "61", "offset": "62" },
{ "text": "Brady", "onset": "63", "offset": "68" },
{ "text": "explained", "onset": "69", "offset": "78" },
{ "text": "that", "onset": "79", "offset": "83" },
{ "text": "Rusticon", "onset": "84", "offset": "92" },
{ "text": "exports", "onset": "93", "offset": "100" },
{ "text": "spoons", "onset": "101", "offset": "107" },
{ "text": "and", "onset": "108", "offset": "111" },
{ "text": "sporks", "onset": "112", "offset": "118" },
{ "text": ".", "onset": "118", "offset": "119" }
],
"ENTITIES": {
"PERSONS":
[
{
"name": "Peter Brady",
"count": "2",
"url": "www.dummy.com",
"attributes":
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{ "gender": "male" },
"matches":
[
{ "text": "Peter Brady","onset": "7","offset": "18" },
{ "text": "Brady","onset": "63","offset": "68" }
]
}
],
"LOCATIONS":
[
{
"name": "San Prodotto",
"count": "1",
"url": "www.dummy.com",
"attributes":
{ "type": "city" },
"matches":
[
{ "text": "San Prodotto","onset": "22","offset": "34" }
]
}
],
"ORGANISATIONS":
[
{
"name": "Rusticon",
"count": "2",
"url": "www.dummy.com",
"attributes":
{ "type": "company" },
"matches":
[
{ "text": "Rusticon","onset": "49","offset": "57" },
{ "text": "Rusticon","onset": "84","offset": "92" }
]
}
]
}
}
}
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C

Appendix: Techniques for multimedia concept detection

C.1

Creation of training dataset

For both APIs, we have obtained an identification key and password. Regarding the number
of queries that can be sent to the APIs, the Bing API provides for free the results of 5000
transactions per month. Flickr API on the other hand does not impose any constraints, but it
should be noted that the quality of the images returned in terms of relativity with the query
is significantly lower. Both APIs return a set of image URLs that are considered relevant to
the query. Finally, as far as the Google Images is concerned, there is no specific number of
queries that can be sent within specific time period; however we inserted a delay in the
queries in order to avoid begin considered a robot. Then, the result page is downloaded and
parsed and the included URLs of the images are retrieved. It should be noted that at a later
stage, we plan on using the Google API as well. In the sequel, the lists of the image URLs
retrieved by the three sources are merged and the images are downloaded.

C.2

Evaluation
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Figure C1: Keyframe extraction methods compared in time.
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Video processing (minutes)
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Figure C2: Time required for video processing for videos with different durations.
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Figure C3: Number of videos processed from one PC in one day for video with different
durations.
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